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Many comments and much criticism, usually to the effect that
his work is representative of the spiritually decadent poetry written by
Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot and their followers in the Tj’aste Land mood, has
been written about Archibald MacLeish, one of the most popular and active
of American poets writing today. In a few isolated instances critics and
commentators perceive that MacLeish has departed from the Y/aste Land
school, but as far as the writer has been able to discover, no attempt has
been made to diow, in an extensive critical study, that MacLeish has re¬
volted from the Waste Landers and attempted to discern any ultimate
spiritual values in the modern world.
In this thesis the author will essay an analysis of MacLeish*s
poetry and, to some extent, his prose articles as fotmd in the current
periodicals, in order to show that Yhile he was influenced tremendously
by both Pound and Eliot, MacLeish did not allow his conceptions of modem
man to end in a complete loss of faith in the present or in the denial of
hope for a future society worth working and fighting to establish.
Chapter I of this thesis considers the poetry of Pound and Eliot
in some detail both as to technique and philosophy, and then relates the
findings of the study of the work of these two earlier writers to the
poetry of MacLeish. Such a study was necessary since MacLeish was in¬
fluenced by the technical innovations of Pound and Eliot and since he,
at one time, subscribed to the philosophy of these two contemporary fore¬
runners.
Chapter II of the thesis is concerned with the economic theory
propomded by Mr. MacLeish, for the poet accomplished his anabasis, in
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part, by the theory of economics to which he subscribed.
Because he is a poet, the aesthetics of Mr. MacLeish must be
understood if he is to be comprehended. More than this, Mr. MacLeish*s
aesthetics was another of the means by idiich he has been able to free
himself from the philosophy of the Yiaste Landers. Chapter III is a study
of Mr. MacLeish*s theory of aesthetics.
In Chapter IV, the writer has made a study of the relationship
•(diich Mr. MacLeish believes to exist between the poet and the society of
which he is a member. Such a study could not be omitted from this thesis
since the belief in the existence of this relationship has had a definite
effect on the anabasis made by the poet.
Usually the conclusion to a thesis is a review and restatement
of the facts established in the body of the thesis. In this instance,
however, the writer has departed from the customary procedure. Instead,
there is given a brief consideration to two groups of contemporary poets
#10, Ydth MacLeish, were influenced by Pound and Eliot and who to some
degree have advanced beyond the philosophy to vMoh they at one time sub¬
scribed. This procedure is justifiable since it emphasizes the important
and heroic attitude developed by Mr. MacLeish when he was able to perceive
those values in modena civilization the perception of which led him from
darkness into light, from despair to hope.
Although the author has studied various poems written by Mr.
MacLeish and published in various periodicals and collections of American
literature, the quotations from his works which appear in the thesis have
all been taken from the Poems; 1924-1953 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1933),
since, as Mr. MacLeish states, this volume contains his own selection of
those '*poems already published" and those "not yet published" which he
rtl This selection has been made be¬moan now reread without embarrassment,
cause the author feels that the poems included in this volme are repre¬
sentative of Mr. MacLeish both before and after his anabasis.
The quoted passages from the poetry of T. S. Eliot used in this
thesis all appear in the collected edition of his poetry, T. S. Eliot,
Poems, 1909-1925 (London, 1925).
In the case of Auden, only the In'. H. Auden, Poems (New York,
1935), could be used since that is the only edition of his works which
has appeared in this country. Selections from Auden's poetjry which have
appeeired in American periodicals are included in his Poems.
Only one volume of Stephen Spender's poems has been published
in America and the quoted passages from Spender -which appear in this thesis
are taken from that volume: Stephen Spender, Poems (New York, 1935).
The author here expresses her gratitude to Mr. William Stanley
Braithwaite for the helpful suggestions and the invaluable assistance
v/hich he has given so generously from the time" -when the subject first -mas
considered as suitable for a thesis until the ideas expressed herein were
given the form in which they now appear.
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THE SOURCES OF MACLEISH’S INSPIRATION AKONG MEMBERS
OF "THE LOST GENERATION”
To expose evety Tiray in which one poet has influenced another,
to discover all the sources from which a poet has gained inspiration, is
an impossibility, for no poet, himself,, is able to divulge nor even to
recognize from whence were derived all the ideas and poetical techniques
■vdiich have been incorporated into his poetry. Certainly, in this thesis
no such an attempt to discover from whom have come all the ideas, theories,
and techniques found embodied in the.poetry of Archibald MacLeish will be
made; even if such an investigation were assured of ultimate success, both
time and space would make prohibitive such an investigation. Rather, this
chapter will contain an analysis of the influences of the two American
poets who have exerted the most povrer over MacLeish’s poetic development.
However, no comprehensive analysis of these influences is pos¬
sible \mtil some attention has been given to the temper of the period
during which were composed the important poems of these two poets and to
the effects of their age upon the work of the writers with whom this
chapter is concerned, namely Ezra Pound and Thomas Stearns Eliot. The
years immediately following the cataclysm that was the first World War,
that ”war to end all wars", that senseless waste of yo\mg blood and the
reckless expenditure of the material wealth of the earth that was to
"make the to rid safe for democracy", were years of disillusionment and
scepticism. As George K. Anderson and Eda Lou YJalton wrote of these
years in their recent book, it vms:
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a period of numbing disillusioimient, nervousness, and insta¬
bility both political and social, moral recklessness, and
pessimism; the trying time of economic readjustment as war¬
time occupations and conditions became peace-time occupations
and conditions.^
The shock of the realization that, notwithstanding all the holy
sounding reasons given for the participation of America in this mad con¬
flagration, the bar was fought essentially for the age old reasons vhich
have their roots firmly embedded in the lust for economic power and ter¬
ritorial expansion, affected not only the daily lives of the American
people, but also the literature produced by American writers, for this
disillusion and scepticism was everyvdiere apparent. As Mr. Anderson and
Miss b'alton state:
T-he feeling that had been growing up in America as well as
England of the helplessness of the individual in modern society
began to be expressed everyvdiere....Romantic naturalism curdled
into pessimistic determinism. Biology and psychology had al¬
ready denied the potential goodness of man; the war emphasized
man’s inhiananity....A form of naturalism different from the
romantic nature worship of the nineteenth century soon became
current....This pure form of natioralism was a philosophy which
pictures man in a mechanical world victimized by that world and
by his oim impulses as well.^
The vjriters of the period were not able to escape the spiritual
depression which was engulfing their world, and their works were expres¬
sions of this mood. As Anderson and balton again Trrite, this was an age
of intellectual scepticism in which:
poets became scholars exploring the golden past of art and let¬
ters ^ind wrot^ of the sterility and vulgarity of this our
present country, the land of our physical and mental strivings....
^hese poets^ went intellectual and became depressed. Emotional
spontaneity was lost in intellectual doubt.^
^George K. Anderson and Eda Lou ITalton, editors. This Generation




Gertrude Stein has given to the literary producers of this
period the name of “The Lost Generation”,^for these witers had lost
their moorings and were cast helpless and floundering upon a sea of
black spiritual chaos and bitterness in which no beacon lights of hope
and faith were found to guide them safely ashore. Among the writers who
exerted most influence upon the members of this "Lost Generation” were
Pound and Eliot who were at the zenith of their power at this time and who
have had an almost inestimable influence upon a considerable group of
younger poets among inhose members is included Archibald MacLeish.
However, the disillusionment and scepticism tdiich pervaded the
poetry Thich appeared just after the War was not the only manifestation
of the new spirit vhich had invaded this poetry; the form and content as
vrell as the mood of the twentieth century poetry were imdergoing a change,
a revolt, and the figure of Ezra Pound is of more importance as a leader
in the revolt against the stereotyped poetic forms and the "poetic” sub¬
jects of the period which preceded his own than as a leader in the writing
of the poetry of despair.
Professor John Livingston Lov/es writes;
Art moves from stage to stage...by two opposing paths; the way
of constructive acceptance, aiid the way of revolt. The one is
the road of the builders; the other the road of the adventxurers
and pioneers.2
This second road, the way of "the adventurers and pioneers” was the road
by which Mr. Poland chose to travel. The poetic revolt in which Pound
^Alfred Kreymborg, "The Moon is Dead," The Saturday Review of Litera-
ture, X (Janusuy 27, 1934), p*- 455.
2John Livingston Lowes, Convention and Revolt in Poetry (Boston, 1930),
p* X3S*
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participated and in v;hich he was often the leader,^ is not hard to explain,
for it is such rebellions against poetic conventions -vdiich keep alive
poetry through the centuries. Pound's attitude toward poetic revolution
has been the attitude explained by Kr. Lowes in these wordsj
Poetiy, as the radicals react to it, is shackled by a mass of
iiJ:ierited conventions—dead rhymes, dead metres, dead diction,
dead stock ideas. They would play the role of Perseus to a new
Andromeda and set the starry prisoner free. Life in poetry, as
they conceive it, is a continual sloughing off of chrysolids and
trying of new wings....The radical attitude...is both negative
and positive, not iconoclastic only, but in its way creative too.
Of Pound as a representative of the radicals who tore down the
Georgian conventional verse forms MacLeish writes;
Pound, the first of the American poets justly called ’’modern” was
also a hater of rhetoric and a twister of tails. Pormd was the
great dismantler, the great wrecker of brownstone fronts, the
great tearer down of imitation French chS.teaux and imitation
Gothic railroad stations. He w&s a wrecker to whom not merely
the politely dead poetry of the generation immediately prior to
his own, was an absolescence, a solecism calling for the crow¬
bar and the sledge. He vias a dynamiter who hated not only the
Georgian Anthology and the over-stuffed verse of the years be¬
fore the war, but the whole Ldwardian organization of experience
out of which all the experience and most of the poetry had long
since lesiked...leaving nothing but a brittle shape.®
In a less generalized study of the poetry of Kr. Pound, the at¬
tention of the reader is first of all drawn to a consideration of its
Poimd was the leader of the Imagist Movement in England until Amy
Lov/ell took that lead from him. As soon as the movement made some head¬
way, Po\md moved on to fight for the Vorticist Credoi Even when he has
used the old poetic form, he has done so as a means of developing a per¬
sonal technique. For more than twenty years he has conducted his fight
and as soon as a movement is well under way, he moves on to new battle¬
grounds. Glen Hughes, Imagism and the Imagists (Stanford University,
California, 1931), pp. 12, 24, 34, 231, 238, 241.
2
J. L. Lowes, op. cit., pp. 137-8.
5
Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public VJorld," Atlantic Monthly,
CLXIX (June, 1939), p, 829.
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typography, for Poland has mad© innovations in punctuation, in the use of
capitals and small letters, and in the spacing and line divisions^ of his
poetiry. Of such typographical innovations, Mr. Lowes writes;
The fashion is prompted in part by a spirit of mere impishness,
but back of it also is a certain amount of genuine experimenta¬
tion in the resources and graphical representation of language,
the object being to prod the reader out of the lethargy and com¬
placency vhich, it is alleged, are fostered by the conventions
of verse-form and page arrangement.^
An example of Pound's experimentation vjlth typography follows
in a passage from "La Fraisne";
Once when I vreis among the young men...
And they said I was quite strong, among
the young men.
Once there was a woman...
...but I forgot...she was..
...I hope she will not come again.
...I do not remember
I think she hoort me once, but..
That was very long ago.
2
I do not like to remember things anymore.
Here, in Canto XXYIII, is a specimen of Pound's poetiy in which
he experiments with the use of small letters and capitals;
Great moral secret service, plan. Tribune is told
limit number to thirty thousand,
only highest type will be included,
propaganda within ranks of the veterans,
to keep within bound vdien they come into
contact with the personal liberty.. .vd-th
the french authorities...
that includes the Paris police...
Strengthen franoo-american amity.’
^J. L. Lowes, op. cit., p. 215.
^Ibid.
g
Ezra Pound, Personae of Ezra Poimd (Hew York, 1926), p. 5.
^Ezra Pooond, A Draft of XXX Cantos (London, 1933), p. 142.
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That Pound made startling innovations in typography, including
line division, punctuation and capitalization is shovra in the follomng
passage from Ceinto XXXVIi
Cometh he to be
■when the vdll
From overplus
Twisteth out of natural measure.
Never adorned with rest Moveth he changing colour
Either to laugh or weep
Contorting the face with fear
resteth but a little
Yet shall ye see of him That he is most often
With folk who deserve him
And his strange quality sets sights to more
Willing man look into that formed trace in his mind
And with such xmeasiness as rouseth the flame.^
As Delmore Schwartz says in considering these typographical ex¬
perimentations of Pound:
Poxmd has been the pure literary mem, the complete man of letters;
the concern with literaiy things, Tdth the very look of print upon
the page is at the centre, the very source of his writing.^
That MacLeish followed Poimd in the use of startling typography
is clearly seen on almost any page of his poetry.^ For example:
0 Sunl Instigator of cockl
Thou...
Quickenerl Naker of sotind in the leaves
And the running
Stir over the curve of the earth like the ripple of
Scarlet under the skin of the lizard
HunterI
Starter of westward birds I
Be heard
Sim on our mountains I Oh be now
Loud with us I IVakener let the wings
Descend of dawn on our roof-trees I Bring
Bees nowl Let the cicadas sing
In the heat of the ginumed trvinks of the pinel
Hake now the winds I Take thou the orchardsI
Ezra Poland, Eleven New Cantos (New York, 1934), p. 28.
2
Delmore Schwartz, "Ezra Pound's Very Useful Labors,” Poetry, LI
(March, 1938), p*.329*
2
All of the quotations from MacLeish's poetry which appesir in this
thesis are taken from the collected edition of his poetry. Poems, 1924-
1933 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1933).
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(Vi'e that have heard the beat of our hearts in silence
And the comt of the cloc]^ all night at our listening ears)
Be nearI
Shake the branches of day on our roofsl
Oh
Be over usl^
In these lines from "Epistle to be Left in the Earth", a second
example of MacLeish's following of Poland's use of typography, one notices
particularly the line divisions and punctuation, or lack of pionctuation.
...IT IS colder now
there are many stars
we are drifting
north by the Great Bear
the leaves are falling
The water is stone in the scooped rocks
to southward
Red sun grey air
the crows are
Slow on their crooked wings
the Jays have left us
Long since we passed the flares of Orion
Each man believes in his heart he vd.ll die
Many have written last thoughts and last letters
None know if our deaths are now or forever
None know if this wandering earth will be found^
Here again, in Part II of "Land's End", entitled "Exhortation to the
Living", MacLeish's typography reminds one of Pound:
that here by this aonremembering
Sea 0 my people
and we have not known
Always the sea sound nor the taste of salt
Al7ra.ys
rebuild these roofs of stone
can we
0 winter stainred
eaters of fish guts
blind
Tfith reeking sod fires in the windy room
Can we return no more^
In the chdice of subject matter, also. Pound was a radical viio




greatly influenced MacLeish» The Georgian poets had begun a revolt
against the earlier nineteenth century, but by the time that Pound began
Twriting, the Georgiaji revolution had hardened into a convention as strong
as the one against which they had rebelled. They believed that certain
subjects yiere capable of poetic treatment but that other materials must
be excluded as unfit. Of this phenomenon Professor Lowes witess
The poetic aberrations of the seventeenth century (broadly speak¬
ing) led to a sharp revolution of feeling and practice in the
eighteenth; against the tyranny of the mid-eighteenth century
conventions the late eighteenth century rose in revolt; and now
the air is vocal with the battle-cries of the young insurgents of
the twentieth.^
One of these yo\mg insurgents was Ezra Pound, for he certainly
treated poetically material which would never have been employed by the
Georgian poets. As Mr. Schwartz says:
^ound made7 use of subject-matters which have not previously or
recently been considered poetic.^
Pound,himself, makes the best commentary on his subject matter, for vorites
he in Canto XI:
And they v/ant to know what we talked about?
de litteris et de amis, praestantibusque in geniis.
Both of ancient times and our own; books, ams.
And men of unusual genius.
Both of ancient times and our own, in short the usual subjects
Of conversation between intelligent men.^
And the poet never forgot hov: vri.de a range he had allovred himself, for
almost every subject that is familiar to a modem, vrell educated man comes
into ccnsideration in the poetry of For instance, in one volume
our poet writes on subjects as dissociated as Hew York City and a "Chant
for the Transmutation of Metals." Another vol\ame contains subjects as
^J. L. Lowes, op. cit., p. 143.
2
Delmore Schwartz, "Ezra Pound's Very Useful Labors." op. cit., LI,p. .329.
2
Ezra Poimd, A Draft of XXX Cantos, p. 55.
4 '
E^ra Poimd, Personae, "Ripostes," (1912), pp. 63, 75.
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unrelated as "Women Before a Shop," "The Social Order," "Ancient Music"
and "Our Contemporaries."^
That Archibald MacLeish, following Pound, felt himself free to
use a large number of unrelated subjects is not difficult to prowe. Mac¬
Leish’s work contains such unrelated material as "Andrew Marvel," "Einstein,"
"Forty-Second Street," "Invocation to the Social Muse" and "1933."^
More interesting than the variety of his subject matter, however,
is the freedom with which Pound used materials vSiich the generation prior
to his own had considered not "poetic." Even when using material vdaich
had been allowed previously, Poxmd made his treatment personal and mcon-
ventional. In his works, particularly in the Cantos, Pound writes of the
ages long past as beautiful times and views his own age as decadent. This
idea is expressed in the following words from Canto VII;
’Beer—bottle on the statue’s pedimentl
’That, Fritz, is the era, to-day against the past,
’Contemporary.’ And the passion endures.
Against their action aromas. Rooms, against chronicles.^
Rot new is the use of mythology or material of past ages in
poetry, but in Poimd’s work the treatment is newj he uses some bit of
myth often as a peg on which to place some satiric criticism of his own
4
age. As Mr. Allen Tate comments on the Cantos;
Row nearly every canto begins with some bit of heroic antiquity,
some myth, or classical.quCtation....It invariably breaks down.
It trails off into a piece of contemporary satire, or a flat
narrative of the rascality of some Italian prince. This is liie
special quality of Mr. Poimd’s form, the essence of his talk, the
direction of these magnificent conversations.^
^Ezra Pound, Personae, "Lustra," pp. 114, 115, 116, 118.
^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, pp. 58, 67, 80, 166, 186.
^Ezra Pound, A Draft of XXX Cantos, p. 29.
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Examples of this method are foimd throughout the Cantos. Two such
Cantos are: Ibid., pp. 72-9, 100-4.
^Allen Tate, "Ezra Pound’s Golden Ass," The Ration, CXXXII (June 16,
1931), p*:633.
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In the past, man usually -was looked upon as important, as con¬
taining at least a gem of spiritualitj^, and his conversation was worth-
•sdiile. Not so to Pound, for he could write in Canto VII:
And all -that day, another day; saw^
Thin husks 1 had known as men.
Dry casques of departed locusts
speaking a shell of speech...
Propped hetv/een chairs and table...
Words like the locust-shells, moved by no inner being;
a dryness calling for death^
Disregard of the marriage vows as manifested by the unlawful re¬
lation of both married men and women with members of the opposite sex
other than that person's legal partner is very old material for poetiy,
yet this subject in Pound is handled in a most unconventional manner,
for he makes no excuse or apology for this unfaithfulness; he accounts
for it only as a matter of uncontrolled sexual appeal. In one of the
cantos, in number V, both the husband and the wife, newlyweds, prove un¬
faithful, and here is how it happened. The husband was forced to travel
and Tsdiile he was away:
out of England a knight with slow-lifting eyelids
Lei fassa furor a del, put glamour upon her...
And left her an eight months gone.^
In the meantime, what happened to the husband on his journey?
Came lust of women upon him
Poicebot, how on North road from Spain
(Sea-change, a grey in the water)
And in a small house by town’s edge
Found a woman, changed and familiar face;
Hard night, and parting in the morning.^
Throughout the ages, Tromen have been poetically glorified for
their beauty, their virtues, or even because they are the mothers of men.




Ho such glorification is given by Pound. He views women in this light
in Canto XXYI:
the female




The following selection from Canto XII contains subject matter
which would have been unsuitable if judged by the standards of the schools
of poets who had preceded Pound. In -this poem Pound shows the modern man,
in the person of "Baldy Bacon," interested only in the amassing of great
material wealth and then only in its grossest form—money:
Baldy's interest
Was in the money business.
■'No interest in any other kind uv bisnis *
Said Baldy.^
Then, Pound continues, showing Baldy first engaging in unethical economic
practices in Havana and then returning to Manhattan "vshere he does various
sorts of work—printing, later insurance:
Odd sorts of insurance
Fire on bro-bhels, etc., commission.
Rising from 15 dollars a week...
Knev/ what shipping companies were most careless;
where a man was most likely
To lose a leg in bad hoisting machinery;
Also fire, as when passing a whore-house, .
Arrived, miraculous Hermes, by accident.
Two minutes After the proprietor's angelas
Had been sent for him.'^
Then Baldy:
Hearing that a grain ship
Was •wrecked in the estuary of the Togus,






and became vrealthy on. the
Mai ze spoiled with salt water^
for he
bought suckling pigs, pigs, small pigs.
Porkers, throughout all Portugal,
fed on the cargo.^
and by these operations Baldy became
a great landlord of Portugal.^
The lives and actions of politicians and financiers, \mless they
were men far removed frcm ordinarj’’ men, had not been considered suitable
material for poetry. In Pound’s work, however, these individuals do have
a place, a place which has probably brought a deep blush to the face of
any of their group who has read Mr. Pound. In one place. Canto XIV, he
deals with the group in this manner:
The stench of Tret coal, politicians
and n, their wrists bo\md to
their ankles.
Standing bare bum.
Faces smeared on their rumps,
wide eye on flat buttock.
Bush hanging for beard
Addressing crowds through their arse-holes,
newts, water-slugs, water-maggots.
And with them......r
A scrupulously clean table-napkin
Tucked under his penis
and
T/Vho disliked colloquial language.
Stiff-starched, but soiled collars
circumscribed his legs.
The pimply and hairy skin
pushing over the collar’s edge.
Profiteers drinking blood sweetened with shit.
And behind them .f and the financiers








Pound was '’deeply intent on shocking the poetic bourgeoisie"^
and the choice of subject matter in Canto XII, from which this selection
was taken, is so very vinconventional that it served well his desire.
Here is the story as Po\md relates it:
There was once a pore honest sailor, a heavy drinker,
A hell of a cuss, a rowster, a boozer, and
The drink finally sent him to hospital.
And they operated, and there was a poor TAhore in
The woman's ward had a kid, while
They were fixing the sailor, and they brought him the kid
Tvhen he came to, and said:
Herel this is what we took out of you.
Years later, vdien this man, now wealthy by his hard labors for the sake
of "his" son, was about to die, he ssiid to the boy:
•You called me your father, and I ain’t.
I ain't yoxir dad, no,
I am not your fader but your moder,' quod he,
'You fader was a rich merchant in Stamboulie.’''
After the innovations in the choice of subject matter for poetry
made by Pound, it is not surprising to find MacLeish, as one of his dis¬
ciples, also making use of "unpoetic" material. One of Mr. MacLeish's
poems, "The Pot of Earth,"^deals with the development of a girl into
womanhood, from puberty to a childbirth vhich led to the death of the
mother. V/riting, in poetry, of the beginning of puberty in a girl cer¬
tainly is not usual, and of this period MacLeish says:
This occurred
Ifiihen'she was thirteen years—
Oh, she felt
Ill. It was horrible. She thought of one
Dead, and the weeping...^
^John Matthews Manly and Edith Rickert, Contemporary American Litera¬
ture (New York, 19E2), p. 58.
^Eara Po\ind, A Draft of XXX Cantos, p. 60.
^ArchibAld MacLeish, Poems, pp. 95-121.
^Ibid., p. 98.
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In the ssme poem MacLeish -writes of the marriage night, a sub¬
ject not new to poetry, but his trea-bment is an innovation. He has the
bride says
All in these new things...
Into a closed room with a bed in it
To lie in a shut chamber.^
And I dressed
and all to go
lip
Unconventional is this satiric comment on one phase of American
life as written by KacLeish, in a poem entitled ’’Corporate Entity,” the
unconventionality springing from the fact that a lithograph company could
not have been a poetic subject to a poet prior to Poxmd or -txj one -vdio had
npt' been liberated by Pound’s example of freedom in the selection of sub¬
ject matter. MacLeish -wrotes
The Oklahoma Ligno and Lithograph Co
Of Maine doing business in Delaware Tennessee
Missouri Montana Ohio and Idaho
V.ith a corporate existence distinct from that of the
Secretary Treasurer President Director or
Majority stockholder being empowered to acquire
As principal agent tirustee licensee licensor
Any or all in part or in parts or entite
Etchings impressions engravings engra-vures prints
Paintings oil-paintings canvases portraits vignettes
Tableaxix ceramics relievos insculptures tints
Art-treasures or masterpieces complete or in sets—
The Oklahoma Ligno and Lithograph Co
Weeps at a nude by Michael Angelo.^
MacLeish, too, like Pound, sometimes made use of conventional
subject matter -which he subjected to unconventional trea-bment. The fol¬






The moon is dead, you lovers I
She "vdio walked
Naked upon the dark Aegean, she
Viho under Ida in the beech groves mocked
The rutting satyres, she who secretly.
Leaning below her the slow lifting sea.
Climbed through the woods of Latmos to the bed
Of the eternal sleeper—she is dead.
Dead, you lovers I I have seen her face.
The sun rose by St. Etienne. She fled
Half turning back (as though the plunge of space
Over the vrorld's rim frightened her) her head
And stared and stared at me. Her face was dead.
It was a woman’s face but dead as stone
And leper white and withered to the bone.
It was a woman’s skull the shriveling cold
Out there among the stars had withered djby
And its diy white had mottled with grey mould.
It was a long dead skull the caustic lye
Of time had eaten clean, and in the sky
As under the cold water of a lake
Lay crumbling year by year, white flake by flake.
Scabious, scurfy. Oh, look dovm, look down
You lovers, through that water where there spring
Night shadows of the world. Look deep, deep.
Drown
Your eyes in deepness. Lookl There lies the thing
That made you love, that maddened youl^
To write of the moon as maddening people, to say that it helps a man and
a woman to fall in love is an old idea to the poets, yet one ever-new.
MacLeish’s saying that the moon is "scabious,” "scurfy,” "dead," reminds
one of the cynicism of Pound as well as of the older poet’s habit of
treating in an toneonventional fashion material that had been considered
"poetic."
Conscious of the Anglo-Saxon heritage. Pound has made experi¬
ments with alliterative verse. The best example of his:alliterative
poetry is "The Sea Farer." A selection from that poem follows here:
^Ibid., pp. 157-8.
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May I for my omi self song’s truth reckon.
Journey’s jargon, how I in harsh days
Hardships endured oft.
Bitter breast-cares have I abided.
Known on my reel many a care’s hold.
And dirge sea-surge, and there I oft spent
Narrow nightwatch nigh the ship’s head
Yihile she tossed close to cliffs. Coldly afflicted.
My feet were by frost benvimbed.
Chill its chains are; chaping sighs
Hew my heart round and hunger begot
Mere—weary mood.^
As one critic, Mr. T. C. Wilson, writes of this particular poem;
The version of the Anglo-Saxon "Sea-Farer" is more than a
translation; it is a new poetic form vdiich combines certain
qualities of Anglo-Saxon poetry with those of modern verse, and
its influence is seen...in the works of other writers, notably
in Archibald MacLeish."^
There is no denying the fact that this attempt at alliterative
verse has had its effect upon MacLeish, for he has written an allitera¬
tive poem the title of -vdiich is identical with the title of Pound’s poem
viiich was quoted above. It follov/s here:
And learn 0 voyager to walk
The roll of earth, the pitch and fall
That swings across these trees these stars:
That swings the sunlight up the -yrall.
And learn upon these narrow beds
To sleep in spite of sea, in spite
Of sound the rushing planet makes;
And learn to sleep against the ground.^
As one of the earliest of the Imagists,^ Po\and naturally sub¬
scribed to what came to be known as the credo of the school. Among the
items of that creed were two of particular interest in this study. The
^Ezra Pound, Personae of Ezra Potmd, p. 64.
2
T. C. ?/ilson, "Rhythm and Phrase," Saturday Review of Literature, IX
(July 1, 1933), p. 677.
3Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 33.
^The germ of imagism has been located "in the writings and conversation
of T. E. Hulme and his friends," but it was not until Pound joined the
group in 1907 and assumed its literary leadership that the germ was solid¬
ified into a far reaching movement. Glenn Hughes, op. cit., p. 24.
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fourth and fifth stat^nents in that creed are quoted here:
4. To present an image ('Image, as defined by Ezra Poimd, is
that Tidiich presents an intellectual and emotional complex
in an instant of time*).
5. To produce poetry that is hard and clear, never blurred
nor indefinite.^
To both of these ideals Mr» Pound was faithful, as can be seen in one of
his imagistic poems, "Come My Canti 1ations."
Come my cantilations.
Let us dump our hatreds into one bimch and
be done with them.
Hot sun, clear water, fresh wind.
Let me be free of pavements.
Let me be free of printers.
Let come beautiful people
Wearing raw silk of good colour.
Let come the graceful speakers.
Let come the ready wit.
Let come the gay manner, the insolent and exulting.
Y/e spealf of burnished lakes.
Of dry air, as clear as metal.^
Although MacLeish never was aligned formally with the Imagists
because the movement, as such, had become impotent before he began writ¬
ing poetjry,® the efforts of Pound to write imagistic verse did influence
the yotinger writer. For instance, this poem, "& Forty-Second Street,"
can be called imagistic in its attempt to "present an intellectual and
emotional complex in an instaht of time."
Be proud New York of your prize domes
And your docks & the size of your doors & your dancing
H/alter Fuller Taylor, A History of American Letters (Boston, 1936),
p. 392j quoting from the Imagist Credo as set forth by Amy Lowell in the
1915 edition of the Imagist organ, Des Imagists.
9
Ezra Pound, Personae of Ezra Poimd, p. 146.
^"We may say...^ha_^ imagism as a movement ended with the publication
of the fourth anthology imagist poetij^ April, 1917." Glenn Hughes,
op. cit., p. 41.
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Elegant clean big girls & your
Niggers with narrow heels & the blue on their
Bad mouths & your bars & your automo¬
biles in the struck steel light & yow
Bright Jevre & your sorrow-sweet singing
Tunes & your signs wincing out in the wet
Coal shine & the twigs of
Green against evening...1
Instead of writing verse which called up in the mind of the
reader only blurred, indistinct, half-formed images. Pound sought in his
compositions the creation of images v/hich were clear and hard. In the
words of F. 0. Matthiessens
Poimd dwelt on the necessity of the distinct presentation of
something concrete; an accuracy and econoiry of language. Pound
also defined the nature of an image in such a v/ay as to stress
the union of sense and thought, the presence of the idea in the
image. 2
MacLeish, too, understands "the necessity of the distinct pre¬
sentation of something concrete," so that his language often reminds one
of that of the Imagists. As R. P. V/arren states:
Temperamentally he ^acLeisl^ is very close to the Imagists;
being preoccupied with the play of objective nature. Frequent¬
ly this preoccupation does not even take the form of metaphor,
that is, a backgrovind for reference; it is, rather, enumeration
for its own sake, embedded, as it were, in a matrix mood.^
In a final consideration of the poetry of Mr. Pound, the criti¬
cal reader is forced to admit that Tdiile Pound began his poetic career
vigorously and "that he did much to revitalize poetiy, an accomplishment
of the utmost value to the AmericEin poetry of the period, the man did not
continue to tread this path. Instead, he hopned from one by-path of ex-
^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 80.
2 "
F. 0. Matthiessen, The Achievement of T. S. Eliot (Boston, 1935),
p. 60.
^R. P. T/arren, "Twelve Poets," The American Reviev/’, III (May, 1934),
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perimentation to another, so that finally he became, as Ludwig Lewisohn
declares:
...the rebel who has nothing but his rebellion; no stock in
trade but his resistence and contempt; a just resistance doubt¬
less and a contstupt for things contemptible, but who his liber¬
ation accomplished, his irritation projected, has neither mean¬
ing nor message, nor shaping power, nor new gods nor other
altars.^
Nevertheless, the contribution that was made to modem poetry
by Mr. Potmd and his influence upon younger poets, on MacLeish in parti¬
cular, must not be vinderestiinated. As another critic, Louis Untermeyer,
states the case:
No living American poet started his career with a more vigorous
determination than Ezra Pound. He began by blazing his own path
through a trampled poetic forest.2
And out of the toil of clearing his path through this forest, Poimd rendered
a great service to modern poetry, for:
It was Ezra Po\md's great seiTrice to modern poetiy to rescue the
lyric from musical prettiness by his reaffimation of the impor¬
tance of...^h^ direct presentation of actuality....^
Pound, indeed, has written some very beautiful lyric verse.
And it is in this province that his influence upon Mr. MacLeish can be
seen most clearly. For example, Mr. Pound wrote this very lovely lyric
entitled "Night Litany";
0 Dieu, purify nos coeursl
Purify nos coeursl
Yea the lines hast thou laid unto me
in pleasant places.
And the beauty of this thou Venice
hast thou shown imto me
^Ludwig Lewisohn, Expression in America (New York, 1932), p. 382.
2Louis Untenneyer, Amsricasi Poetry Since 1900 (New York, 1923), p. 157.
3
F. 0. Matthiessen, op. cit., pp. 66-7.
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Until in its loveliness become vinto me
a thing of tears
0 God, -what great kindness
have we done in times past
and forgotten it.
That thou givest this wonder unto us,
0 God of waters?^
One critic, writing of MacLeish as a lyrist, pens these words:
Most readers of poetry know that Mr. MacLeish is a lyrical poet...
He is one of the fine lyric poets of our time.^
These statements are undeniable when one reads from MacLeish lyrical poetry
of the excellence of the following lines taJcen from his "American Letter";
Neither a place it is nor a blood name,
Auerioa is west and wind blowing.
Anerica is a great world and the snow,
A way, a -white bird, the rain falling,
A shining thing in the mind and the gull's call,
Anerica is neither a land nor a people,
A world'8 shape it is, a wind's sweep—
America is alone; many together.
Many of one mouth, of one breath.
Dressed as one—and none brothers among them:
Only the taught speech and the aped tongue,
America is alone and the gull's calling.®
The most outstanding characteristic of "The Lost Generation" was
not, however, the typographical innovations nor the esoteric metres, nor
yet the use of subject matter heretofore considered unpoetic; rather, the
poets who composed this group were characterized by the mood they expressed,
a mood which expressed a loss of faith in mankind and -which denied the use¬
fulness of the spiritual ideals upon which man, in ages past, had placed
his hope for regeneration. As Anderson and Walton state:
The thone song of these poets...is consistently one of disillusion¬
ment concerning any ultimate values in life in an industrial world.
^Ezra Pound, Personae of Ezra Pound, p. 26.
^Eda Lou WAlton, "Archibald MacLeish," The Nation, C2XXVIII (Jainuary
10, 1934), p. 48.
2
Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 162.
^George N. Anderson and Eda Lou Walton, op. cit., p. 295.
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The group was conscious of all the evils of its age, hut vjas
unable to find any method by "which to alleviate these evils. This dilemma
v/as brought about in several "ways. In the first place, modem science had
proved that man was not the glorious creature "which he had accustomed him¬
self to believe he v/as. These scientific inroads had a tremendous effect
upon the poets. As Stanley P. Chase "writes:
These younger poets acoept^^^ but coldly and "without enthusiasm,
the acoo^«^lt "which contemporary science offer^^ of the univ"erse
and of the human makeup...^
Of more importance as a cause for the mood expressed by the post-
wnar poets than the inroads made by science, wras the War itself; for to an
already gro"wing feeling of the individual’s helplessness "was added "wihat
"wras considered irrefutable proof when the War came "writh its indescribable
Tra.ste of blood and materials. The W'ar caused men to have a sense of frus¬
tration, of insignificance, and in the period which followred just after
"the close of the conflagration, men everywhere were seeking unsuccessfully
to make adjustments, to get their bearings, to find a newr wway of life
which wrould offer peace, security eind happiness. Even as this search wras
being made by some optimistic souls, the greater portion of mankind, while
realizing the necessity for such a wrorld wras unable to overcome its bitter¬
ness and its sense of uselessness and frustration. Naturally, this situa¬
tion led to despair. As ¥r» Chase sums up the post war period, the age of
"The Lost Generation," it was an age in which there wras:
...the inability of nervous organizations overstrained by "the ex¬
citements of those years to respond to normal stimuli.
It may briefly be described as a despair of achie"wlng any reading
of life in its totality which wd.ll be "tolerable in the light of
all wre knowr and feel.^
^Stanley P. Chase, "Dionysus in Dismay," Humanism and America, edited
by Norman Foerster (Newr York, 1930), p. 220.
^Ibid., p. 222.
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This inability to reconcile himself, this sense of utter frus¬
tration, this heavy despair, led the poet to view modern civilization as
absolutely disintegrated, as having no meaning iwhatsoever. In the -words
of Professor Lewisohn, the poets vie-wed the age as one in vdiich;
...civilization is disintegrated,-the meaning is disintegrated
and despair and disillusion stalk the...-worid.^
This deep, black despair, of course, affected the poet's intel¬
lect and his emotions. The cold hand of science in the form of psyco-
analysis touched even the most personal emotion, so that the poet* s loss
•was not merely an intellectual loss but an emotional loss as -well. With
both his intellectual and emotional faculties baffled, naturally the poet
vreis placed in a dilemma. As Mr. Chase explains!
His _^he poet of "The Lost Generation_]^ dilemma is that he can¬
not either feel as his intelligence bids him nor -think as his
anotions would have him.*
Since -the poet has.no solution either for himself or for his
fello-wmen, since he cannot free himself of his sense of frustration, since
he is immersed in a sea of despair, it is not surprising -that his general
outlook is pessimistic.
V/ith a vrhole world filled with this sense of frustration, -with
pessimism ruling the thoughts and actions of most of mankind, -with civili¬
zation being considered as devoid of those ideals which had, prior -to the
War, made it worth fighting for, it was not only natural but inevitable
that there should emerge one poet who should embody in one poem this sense
of frustration which was everjrmhere so evident. The poet -who arose to the
occasion, the spokesman for the age, was the American, T. S. Eliot, whose
comparatively short poem. The haste Land, has given its name to the group
Lud-wig Le-wisohn, op. cit., p. 587.
‘^Stanley P. Chase, "Dionysus in Dismay," op. cit., p. 222.
^Ibid.
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of poets Tfiho in their Tworks displayed the temper of the age. As one of
¥ir. Eliot's critics, Edmimd Wilson, wrote, "The most complete expression
of this ^ood described abov^ is to be found in...The Waste Land."^
Subsequent to the publication, in 1922, of The TiVaste Land, the
poets of "The Lost Generation" were commonly called "T/aste Land Poets"
or "The Ti'aste Landers" because of Eliot's far reaching influence. For in
his greatest work, Mr. Eliot was able to crystallize the gloominess, the
decadence, the pessimism that had already pervaded modern poetrj’’. Mr.
MaoLeish says:
Ko man who lived through the publication of The Y/aste Land will
forget the crystallizing effect of that poem, the way in lAhich
it precipitated the cloudy confusion of an age, and made human
and tragic what had been impersonal and intellectual and for
the most part vinseen.^
In poetically recording the age in vhich he lived, in showing
the change iidiich had taken place in man's philosophical outlook on life,
Eliot's poem was "a mixture of precepts and emotions"^ idiich, as Alfred
Kreymborg says, "dramatized the philosophic and poetic change from an
optimistic vrorld to a world of despair and disillusion."^
Eliot was profoundly influenced by the philosophy of the age and
The VvAste Land is both the product of the age and an intelligent and sensi¬
tive man's reaction to this philosophy of despair. In the words of one
critic. The Vfaste Land is:
^Edmimd Yiilson, "T. S» Eliot," The Few Republic, LX (Hovember 13,
1929), p. 344.
2
Archibald MacLeish, "The Poetry of Karl Marx," The Saturday Review
of Literature, X (February 17, 1934), p. 486.
Harriet Monroe, Poets and Their Art (New York, 1932), p. 103.
^Alfred Kreymborg, "The Moon is Dead," The Saturday Review of Litera¬
ture, X (January 27, 1934), p. 435.
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...a rattle and rain of colors that fall somehow into place—
gives us the malaise of our time, its agony, its convic¬
tion of futility, its wild dance on an ash-heap before a clouded
and distorted mirror. He ^lio^ shows us confusion and dismay
and disintegration, the v/orld crumbling to pieces before our eyes
and patching itself with desperate gayety into new and strangely
irregular forms. He gives us, with consummate distinction, what
many an indoor thinker thinks about life today, what Tflhole groups
of impassioned intellectuals are saying to each other as the
great ball spins.
Himself young and impressionable,^ having fought in the War and
having been embittered by the loss of a brother in the conflict,^ and hav¬
ing turned to poetry when The Whste Land was at the height of its popular-
4
ity, it was natural and perhaps inevitable that the mood expressed in
that poem should have a tremendous influence upon Mr. MacLeish.
Hov/ever, before giving to The Tihste Land a more careful consider¬
ation, it is well to turn to a study of the other poetry^ of Eliot, be¬
cause in it as well as in that poem, the T/riter expressed the mood of the
Waste Landers, for although he could offer nothing in which men were to
believe, ”the prevailing theme of Eliot's poems is the emptiness of life
without belief....”®
Eliot shared with Ezra Pound the conviction that the modern age,
particularly the nineteenth and tw/ehtieth centuries, wras inferior to earlier
periods. This feeling is everywhere apparent to the reader of Eliot. As
Harriet Monroe, op. cit., p. 103.
^MacLeish is only forty-eight years of age now (bom May 9, 1892).
2
Geofge K. Anderson and Eda Lou Yaalton, op. cit., p. 353.
^'lacLeish turned to the writing of poetry in 1923. John Chamberlain,
"Archibald MacLeish," The Saturday Review of Literature, XX (June 24,
1939), p. 11.
5
The religious poetiy w-iritten by Eliot since his conversion to the
Roman Catholic Church has been excluded from this study. All of Eliot's
poetry qvioted in this thesis is contained in the collected edition of his
poems, T. S. Eliot, Poems, 1909-1925 (London, 1925).
F. 0. Matthiessen, op. cit., p. 99.
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Edmimd YJ'ilson says;
Eliot...feels at every turn that human life in the nineteenth
and tv/entieth centuries has become ignoble, sordid or tame, and
he is ha\mted and tormented by intimations that it has once been
othervidse.^
In various poems Mr. Eliot gives evidence of this attitude.
One such poem is "Burbank -with a Baedeker; Bleistein -with a Cigar.
There is a young American, Burbank, -mho has been superseded in his affair
■with the Princess Vulpine by a vulgar Jew. The American pauses to medi- ,
tate upon:
TOio clipped the lion's wings St. Kark'^
And flea'd his rump and pared his claws?^
This is, of course, the symbol of the old, opulent Venice and the period
when such a city was possible.^
Again, in "A Cooking Egg,"5 Eliot asks; "Yihere are the eagles
and the trumpets?"® And the only ansvrer which he can give is as follows:
rf
"Buried beneath some snow-deep Alps."'
In one of his poems written in the French language, "Lune DeMiel,"®
Eliot pictures some Middle YYesteivi. American travelers from Terre Haute,
Indiana, suffering from the heat of summer in Ravenna and contrasts with
them the cinunbling but noble beauty of the old Byzantine church which is
located not far from the place of abode of the Americans, but Eliot has
the visitors unaware of the church and between it and them there is no
^Edmund Wilson, "T. S. Eliot," The Hew Republic, LX (Hovember 13,
1929), p. 343.
^T. S. Eliot, Poems, pp. 54-6.
^Ibid., p. 56.
^Edmund Vfilson, "T. S. Eliot," op. cit., LX, p. 543.






Then, in ”Mr» Eliot’s Sunday Morning Serrioe,”^ the poet con¬
trasts the modern clergymen and their spiritually valueless credo with
the feeling of spiritual freshness fomd in a picture of the baptism of
Christ as painted by "a painter of the Umbrian school.”^
This phase of Eliot's poetry, this denial of any spiritual value
in his own age as valid as that in previous years, has had a great effect
upon MacLeish. One critic, Louis Galantine, has written of this denial
in MacLeishs
He is extremely sensitive of. his time and its perturbations.
He is stirred by the vast upheavals of our world, and the
spiritual disquietude of...Western man.^
Mr. Eliot was haunted by the belief that there had been ages
superior to his own and this same belief has haunted Mr* MacLeish, too.
One of the critics of the later writer, George Dangerfield, says that in
MacLeish there is:
i.;*.an insistent desire to return to the innocent world, to es¬
tablish an innocent comm\mication betv/een man and the natural
TJorld, to return to...a world without shame or superstition, no
longer hostile, and no longer alien. This desire is linked up
with a sense of great loneliness, great terror, and great frus¬
tration.’
In one poem, "The Hamlet of A. MacLeish," MacLeish expresses
this idea in these wnrds;
I have heard from the ancient
W'eatvjard greying face of the wandering planet
The voices calling the small new name of God,




Lewis Galanti^re, "Hamlet for our Time," The Nation, CXX7III (April
17, 1929), p. 471.
^George Dangerfield, "Archibald MacLeish; An Appreciation," The Book¬
man, LXXII (January, 1931), p. 495.
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With the cry of jackals far aiuay in the gardens.
I have heard the name of the moon beyond those mountains.
It is always the same. It is always as though some
Smell of leaves had made me not quite remember;
As though I had turned to look and there was no one.
It has alvretys been secret like that.with me.
Always something has not been said.
In meditating upon his final departure from this world, Mac-
Leish, in a poem entitled'"1892-19--”, can says
There will be little enough to forget
The flight of crows
A wet street
The way the wind blows
Koonrises sunset
Three words the world knows
Little enough to forget
2
It will be easy enough to forget
One of the outstanding themes in the poetiry of Eliot is that of
emotional starvation in the modern age. Although Eliot was born a Mid-
Westerner (St. Louis, Missouri), he is, in many ways, the product of New
England (he attended Harvard) and as Mr. Y^ilson writes:
He has all of the Puritan fastidiousness, scrupulousness, prudence
and occupation with moral questions; and one of the principal sub¬
jects of his poetry is that regret at situations unexplored, that
dark rankling of passions inhibited, which has figured so conspic¬
uously in the work of American writers of Hew England and Hew York.^
To the reader of Eliot’s poetry, a consideration of the theme
of emotional sterility in modern life at once calls to mind two of his
earlier poems, "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock"^and "Portrait of a
Lady,"^ in -vdiich he expresses this idea. The first of these poems deals
^Arctoibald HacLeish, Poems, pp. 12-3.
^Ibid., p. 56.
^Edmund Y/ilson, "T. S. Eliot," op. cit., LX, p. 343.
^T. S. Eliot, Poems, pp. 11-9.
^Ibid., pp. 20-7.
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with, a middle-aged hachelor and the other urith a middle-aged maiden, both
realizing too late that they have lived too cautiously and too poorly.
They both, however, are preoccupied very much with the question of sex,
and although ihey are emotionally sterile, each is on the verge of an af¬
fair, affairs which, Eliot tells us, could not possibly be based on any¬
thing more than the baser emotions. The man is hesitant about beginning
the affair although it is his desire to do so, and while
In the room the Tromen come and go
Talking of Michelangelo^
he makes the following proposition to a young woman;
Let us go then, you and I,
TOien the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherised upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets.
The muttering retreats
Of endless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster shells;
Streets that follow like a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwlielming question...
Oh, do not ask, ’Tvhat is it?'
Let us go and make our visit.^
Indeed, whqt could be of any spiritual worth to a man "vdio, in
middle age, can look back over his life sm.d say;
•Z
1 have measured out my life with coffee spoons
or who can refer to;
All the butt ends of my days and ways^
or yet, who can declare:
I should have been a pair of ragged claws







Yftiat could a man know of love which has its roots deep in
spiritual ideals when at the time he is about to approach the woman of
his choice, he can entertain such thoughts as;
And indeed therewill be time
To wonder 'Do I dare? and, 'Do I dare?'
Time to turn back and descent the stair.
With a bald spot in the middle of my hair--
(They will say: 'How his hair is growing thinl)
My morning coat, my collar mounting firmly to the chin.
My necktie rich and modest, but asserted by a simple pin—
(They will say; 'But how his arms and legs are thinl)
Do I dare
Disturb the universe?
In a minute there is time
For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse.
Profrock was speaking both for himself and for the spiritually
degenerate men of the modern world when he exclaimed;
Hoi I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be;
Am an attendent lord, one that will do
To swell a progress, start a scene or two.
Advise the prince, no doubt an easy tool.
Deferential, glad to be of use.
Politic, cautious, and meticulous;
Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;
At times, inded, almost ridiculous—
Almost,, at times, the Fool.^
It does not shock the reader to have a lady vho has lived;
A life composed eo mudi, so much of odds and ends^
become interested in having an affair with a much yo\mger man of the type
who says of himself;
You will see me any morning in the park
Reading the comics and the sporting page.
Particularly I remark
An English countess goes upon the stage.
A Greek was murdered at a Polish dance.






This rejection of any spiritual attributes in the love of man
for woman in Eliot has had a tremendous influence upon MacLeish. In a
review of Mr. MacLeish's work, Alfred J. Kreymborg, one critic, declares
that the mood of the younger man's poetic writing is;
...a tragic disdain of life, even of love, of sex, of devotion
to death, bone, stone, and all.^
That MacLeish considered, love as possessing no ultimate spirit¬
ual worth is attested to by the fact that after an affair, according to
him in his "Broken Promise,” there would be not even memories, li'rites he
That was by the door
Leafy evening in the apple trees
And you would not forget this anymore
And even if you died there would be these
Touchings remenibered
and you would return
From any bourne, from any shore
To find the evening in these leaves
To find my arms beside this door...
I think 0 my not now Ophelia
There are not always (like a moon)
Rememberings afterward
(I thin^ there are
Sametimes a few strange stars upon the sky.)^
In another one of his poems, MacLeish expresses the belief that
the lover can return to the scene of an earlier affair e^nd even then not
be able to recall that affair nor the other person involved. He states
this belief in the following words in a poem entitled "Memory Green";
Yes and when the warm unseasonable weather
Comes at the year's end of the next late year
And the southwest mnd that smells of rain aid summer
Strips the hugh branches of their dying leaves
^Alfred J. Kreymborg, "The Moon is Dead," op. cit., X, p. 435
2Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 52.
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And you at dusk along the Friedriohstrasse
Or you in Paris on the windy quay
Shuffle the shallow fsillen leaves before you
Thinking the thoughts that like the grey clouds change
You will not \inderstand why suddenly sweetness
Fills in your heart nor the tears come to your eyes
You will stand in June-warm wind and the leaves falling
Tihen was it before you will say With whom
You vd.ll not remember this at all you will stand there
Feeling the wind on your throat the wind in your sleeves
You will smell the dead leaves on the grass of a garden
You will close your eyes Tath whom you will say
Ah vhere^
Coming now to a more concentrated study of the best known and
most influential poem of Eliot’s, a v/ork of less than four hundred lines
but of inestimable influence upon a number of poets coming after him, in
this thesis notably upon MacLeish, v^e see in The V/aste Land the best state¬
ment of the. philosophy of "The Lost Generation.” As one critic of American
literature, Louis Untermeyer, writes:
As an echo of contemporary despair, as a picture of dissolution,
of the breaking down of the very structure on which life has
modeled itself. The V/aste Land has a certain authenticity.^
The V/aste Land is a symbolical poem, the symbolism of which is
based upon the myth of the Holy Grail.^ More than this, Eliot, in this
poem, shows himself a most learned man, for he vnrites in seven different
languages and his ideas are taken from the literatures of several coimtries
4
and various ages. The idea expressed, nevertheless, is simple enough,
for the poet here is making a reaffirmation of the ideas he already had
so often expressed. Malcolm Cowley explains it in this way:
Ibid., p. 47.
2
Louis Untenneyer, op»^cit«, p; 360, . -■
^Edmund Wilson, ”T. S. Eliot,” op. cit., LX, p. 344.
^Ibid.
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The idea is simple enough. Beneath the rich symbolism of The
Waste Land, the mde learning expressed in seven languages,
the action conducted on three planes, the musical episodes,
the geometrical stinacture—beneath and by means of all this,
the poet is saying that the present is inferior to the past.
The past was dignified; the present is barren of ©notions.
The past v/as a landscape nourished by living fountains; now
the fountains of spiritual grace are dead.^
Or again, as Pr'. hilson explains;
The Waste Land of the poem is a symbol from the myth of the
Holy Grail; it is a desolute and sterile country ruled by an
impotent Eing in which not only have the crops ceased to grow
and the animals to reproduce, but the very human inhabitants
have become incapable of having children.2
The scene of The Waste Land alternates betwwen the contemporary
city of sterile civilization and the symbolical Waste Land as described
in the medieval story. Anderson and Walton say;
The scene of Eliot's poem is the desert of contemporary culture
usually typified by the modem city with its gas tanks, dirty
rivers, and slums. This scene represents sterility, and though-
out the poem Eliot is comparing our standardized living vdth the
older pattern of living in vjhich the individual felt himself im¬
portant
In more specific terms, the theme of The Waste Land is that vtiile
the land had once been fertile, it is not now, and that although formerly
life had been beautiful, Vthole, spiritualized, it is now ugly, disorganized,
decadent. Substantiating this statement, one author, Gilbert Seldes, writes
that the poem;
...is specifically concerned with the idea...that the land vms
fruitful and nov/ is not, that life had been rich, beautiful, as¬
sured, organized, lofty, and now is dragging itself out in poverty-
stricken and disrupted and-ugly tedium, without health, and vdth no
consolation in morality.5
%alcolm Cowley, "The Religion of Art," The riew Republic, LXXVII (Jan¬
uary 3, 1934), p. 217.
^Edmund Ts'ilson, "T. S. Eliot," op. cit., LX, p. 344.
%alter Fuller Taylor, dp. cit., p. 434.
4
George K. Anderson and Eda Lou Walton, op. cit., p. 290.
^Gilbert Seldes, "T. S. Eliot," The Ration, CX7 (December 6, 1932), p. 616.
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In picturing the Waste Land that is modem Europe, Eliot, in
this bit of imagery, suggests a desert in which man is spiritually dead.
Says he;
What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man.
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats.
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,
And the dry stone no sound of water.^
The inhabitants of the chaotic world described above are such
degenerates that even their conversation is valueless. Here is a sample
of it:
we stopped in the Colonnade
And went on in the sunlight, into the Hofgarten,
And drank coffee, and talked for an hour.
Bin gar Heine Russin, stamm’ aus Litauen echt deutsch.
And when we were children staying at the arch-duke's
My cousin's, he took me out on a sled.
And I was frightened. He said, Marie,
Marie, hold on tight. And down we went.
In the mountains, thereyou feel free,
I read, much of the night, and go south in the winter.^
As their lives are disconnected, unorganized, so the conversation of the
Waste Landers is fragmentary, piece-meal.
In the V^aste Land of the modern world, it is not only the men
TiTiho are degenerate, but the women as Well. Witness the revelations of
one of the female TJaste Landers;
'Trams and dusky trees,
Highbury bore me. Richmond and Kew ‘
Undid me. By Richmond I raised my knees
Surpine on the floor of a narrow canoe.'
'My feet are at Moorgate, and my heart
Under my feet. After the event
He wept. He promised ”a new start.”
I made no comment. What should I resent?'







The broken fingernails of dirty hands.
My people humble people v/ho expect
Nothing.’^ ■
Mr. Eliot fills the lives of the Watte Landers with amatory
intrigues, but in the lives of none is there any real, lasting love.
Sordid affairs such as this occupy the time of the women of contemporary
London:
Unreal City
Under the brown fog of a Printer moon
llr. Eugenides, the Smyrna merchant
Unshaven, with a pocket full of currants
C. i. f. London: documents at sight.
Asked me in demotic French
To luncheon at the Cannon Street Hotel
Followed by a weekend at the Metropole.*
Even more disgusting is the following passage vdiich is both the
description of a sexual intrigue and a commentary on the barrenness of
life among the female Ifilaste Landers;
The typist home at tea-time, clears her breakfast, lights
Her stove, and lays out food in tins.
Out of the window perilously spread
Her drying combinations touched by the sun’s last rays.
On the divan are piled (at night her bed)
Stockings, slippers, camisoles, and stays.
I Tiresias ^he narrator^, an old man with wrinkled dugs
Perceived the scene, and foretold the rest—
I too awaited the expected guest.
He, the young man carbuncular, arrives,
A small house agent's clerk, with one bold stare.
One of the low on vhom assurance sits
As a silk hat on a Bradford millionaire.
The time is nov^ propitious, as he guesses.
The meal is ended, she is bored and tired.
Endeavours to engage her in carresses
lilhich still are unreproved, if undesired.





Exploring hands encoimter no defence?
His vanity requires no response.
And makes a welcome of indifference...
Bestows one final patronising kiss.
And gropes his way, finding the stairs unlit...^
And after this, viiat of the woman?
She turns and looks a moment in the glass.
Hardly aware of her departed lover.
Her brain allows one half-formed thought to pass:
•Yifell now that’s done: And I’m glad it's over.’
Tihen lovely woman stoops to folly and
Paces about her room again, alone.
She smoothes her hair with automatic hand.
And puts a record on the gramophone.**
Except when they are engaged in sordid affairs like those just
described, the baste Landers seem to have no way in which to occupy them¬
selves. They wonder;
Trllhat shall I do now? Vfliat shall I do?®
The question is answered in this way:
I shall rush out as I am, and walk the street
Vifith my hair down, so. bhat shall w'e do tomorrow?
bhat shall we ever do?
The hot water at ten.
And if it rains, a closed car at four.
And we shall play a game of chess.
Pressing lidless eyes and waiting for a knock upon the door.^
In a final estimate of the people ii\4io dwell in the IVasteLand,
Eliot says;
He who was living is now dead
We who were living are now dying
With a little patience.®
Thus, for almost four himdred lines, Mr. Eliot seeks to convince








...in a poetic Siberia beyond the limits of respectable or semi-
respectable poetic society...^
as Manly and Rickert describe the baste Land, Mr. Eliot:
..whas voiced more completely than anyone else in verse, the
confusion and disillusionment of post war generation.^
The TiTaste Land mood has affected tremendously the poetry of Mr.
MacLeish, so that many critics have included him in the number of writers
•Z
who compose that school. Indeed, much of his poetry does express the
same loss of faith, the same rejection of spiritual values, the same sense
of futility, the same feeling of barrenness and sordidness in modern life.
One of the critics, John Herbert Helson, supporting this view, writes:
Frequently dramatic or narrative in form, and usualjl^ speculative
in temper, whatever the form, it ^aoLeish's poetr^^ dealt with
the vast theme of human nature, seen against the complex back¬
ground of twentieth century conditions....Its contact with life
was close; it presented tragic facts or questions which appall
the mind. It was urged on by an interest in the forces playing
on human nature in a machine age; in the secrets of the sub¬
conscious mind, in the bearing of environment on character, and
in the perennial questions of chance and destiny in the lives
of men....It presented no account of an ordered world, and no
explanation of those deep and elusive secrets man is ever seeking
to discover...^^n^ it faithfully mirrored the aspirations and
queries and doubts of the present day—the ferment of modern
thought and its uncertainty of direction.
Another critic, revietwing Mr. MadLeish's work, writes that it
is poetry:
1
John Matthews Manly and Edith Rickert, op. cit., p. 60.
^Stanley P. Chase, "Dionysus in Dismay," op. cit., p. 225.
®See Harold Rosenberg, "The God in the Car," Poetry,LII (September,
1938), pp. 334-42; Eda Lou Halter, "Archibald MacLeish," op. cit., CXXXVIII,
p. 48; Alfred Kreymborg, "The Moon is Dead," op. cit., X, p. 435.
4John Herbert Kelson, editor. Contemporary Trends, American Literature
Since 1900 (Hew York, 1933), p. 9.
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...■which summarizes the post-war period, the expatriate movement,
the nostalgic action of our artists.. .the men and women...
The Lost Generation. Indeed, Archibald MacLeish’s may be
called the closing chapter, a farevrell to farewells.
has embodied himself in his wor^ and that self reflects the
salient characteristics of restless men who sailed before him
and handed dovm the lamps of sophistication.^
At arcther time, writing on the same subject, the writer quoted
above states that;
The trouble with FncLeish seems to be that he cannot escape the
perpetual mood of despair and disillusionment handed dovm by the
late Tfar..
Certainly, Mr. IvIacLeish found nothing in the \>'ar which could be
expressed in terms other than those of the haste Land Poets. For instance,
these lines from* one of his poems entitled "The Too-Late Bora";
IE TOO, we too, descending once again
The hills of our ovm land, we too have heard
Far off~Ah, que ce cor a longue haleine—
The horn of Roland in the passages of Spain,
The first, the second blast, the falling third.
And wi'tii the third turned back and climbed once more
The steep road southv/ard, and hoard faint the sound
Of swords, of horses, the disastrous ■war.
And crossed the dark defile at last, and found
At Roncevaux upon the darkening plain
The dead against the dead and on the silent groimd
The silent slain—®
Cogently ironic, MacLeish again writes of the L'ard in the same
vein. The following selection is from a poem entitled "Lines for an
Interment."
We are all acting again like civilized beings;
People mention it ^he Lar^ at tea...
The Facts of Life we have learned are Lconomic;
You were deceived by the detonations of bombs;
Alfred Krejrmborg, "The Moon is Dead," op. cit., p. 435.
2
Alfred Kreymborg, Our Singing Strength, An Outline of American Poetry
(Hew York, 1929), p, 594.
3
Archibald MacLeish, Poemjs, p. 39.
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You thought of ooursige and death T«hen you thought of livarfare:
Hadn't they taught you the fine words were unfortunate?
How that v/e understand we judge vrithout bias:
lYe feel of course for those Tsho had to die:
Women have written us novels of great passion
Proving the useless death of the dead was a tragedy:
Nevertheless it is foolish to chew gall:
The foremost writers on both sides have apologized:
The Germans are back in the Midi with cropped hair:
The English are drinking the better beer in Bavaria;
You can rest now in the rain in the Belgian meadow—
Now that it’s all explained away and forgotten;
Now that the earth is hard and the wood rots:
Now you are dead...^
Leaving thoughts of the War, and turning to a consideration of
his own country’-, MacLeish, still in the temper of the Waste Landers, writes
in "Frescoes for Mr. Rockefeller's City";
They screwed her scrawny and gaimt Tdth their seven-year panics:
They bought her back on their mortgages old-viiore-cheap:
They fattened their bonds at her breasts till the thin blood
ran from them;
Men have forgotten how full clear and deep
The Yellowstone moved on the gravel and grass grew
When the land lay waiting for her westivard people I ^
Nothing could better express the Waste Lander's conception of
modern civilization than the following poem written by Mr. MacLeish and
entitled "Mother Goose's Garland":
AROUND, aroxmd the sun we go:
The moon goes round the earth.
We do not die of death;







Despite the fact that Mr. MacLeish’s work contains many poems
which express the bitterness, the frustration, the emptiness, the sordid¬
ness, the chaotic condition of modern civilization as expressed by the
poets of ’’The Lost Generation," by Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot in particu¬
lar, and especially by Eliot in The Yiiaste Land, the author of this thesis
believes that MacLeish is not of the Waste Land school; but rather, that
he has overcome the sense of degeneracy, of decadence and that his works
are redemptive in that they show that the poet perceives in modern civili¬
zation qualities which are of value and which are worth striving to main¬
tain. The remaining chapters of this thesis mil be devoted to attempting
to prove the validity of this statement.
CHAPTER II
MACLEISH'S ECOITOMIC THEORY AHD ITS EFFECT UPOH HIS POETRY
Mr. MacLeish seems to have reached a perception of the deeper
significance, of the spiritual potentialities, of the ultimate values
embedded in modem civilization by three different means—by the deep in¬
terest in economics "vdiich he evinces, by the aesthetic doctrine by which
he abides, and by the relationship betvreen society and art which he believes
to exist. The present chapter of this thesis and the two succeeding ones
will be devoted to a consideration of these three interests of the poet,
in an attempt to discover how they have affected his poetry to the extent
that it has becone redemptive in the sense that, in turning from the Waste
Land philosophy of negation, he has arrived at a wholesome philosophy
Tiiich attributes to modern civilization those higher qualities which it
does possess.
In the years since the end of the first Wbrld Wiar, men have
turned more and more to a study of economics in an attempt to solve the
myriad problems with which they are beset. That such an interest should
become widespread was inevitable; with coimtry after countrj’- descending
into the black pit of financial depression, the immediate caijse for vihich
was directly traceable to that world-wide conflagration, but tdiich would
have come a few years later even had there been no war, it v/as imperative
that men seek some solution to the problem of existence, for human beings
must have food, clothing and shelter if they are to- subsist. From this
interest in economics there have emerged many philosophies, tm of v/^hich
will concern us here; one concemed directly and almost wholly with things
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economic, the other only indirectly concerned with economics as such,
but which advocates a vmy of life so broad in its ramifications that it
does have a bearing upon economics. The first of these is the techno¬
cratic economic theory and the other is the humanistic philosophy.
llihat is technocracy? TOiat is its purpose? By what methods does
it operate in order to achieve its purpose? In seeking to discover the
philosophy of the technocrats and to determine the significance of this
philosophy, these are some of the questions which must be answered. The
answers to these queries are given in these words by one niember of the
group, Kr. HoT/ard Scott;
Technocracy is a research organization founded in 1920, composed
of scientists, technologists, physicists, and biochemists. It
was organized to collect and collate data on the physical f\inc-
tioning of the social mechanism on the North American continent,
and to portray the relationship of this continent and the magni¬
tude of its operations'in quantitative comparison mth other con¬
tinental areas of the world. Its methods are the result of a
synthetic integration of the physical sciences that pertain to
the detemination of all fimctional sequences of social phenom¬
ena.^
Another writer for this group of economists, Stuart Chase, gives
to their philosophy the title of "The Economy of Abundance" and defines it
in these terms;
The Economy of Abundance is not a mystical force, not a genie
from a bottle....It is;
A group of buildings, mines, farms, vibrant with machines
and connected by lines of energy and transportation; founded
upon
A series of scientific laws proliferating into specific
processes and inventions, and
A set of human habits.
The latter may be further divided into the habits of the
scientists and technicians vrho control and develop the physi¬
cal processes, and the habits of laymen, connoting everybody
else living within the high energy orbit.2
^Howard Scott and others. Introduction to Technocracy (New York, 1933),
p. 39.
^Stuart Chase, The Economy of Abundance (New York, 1934), p. 297.
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Still a third definition of technocracy is given by Thorstein
Veblen in these words;
employment of scientific knowledge for useful ends...^
From the three definitions given above, it is clearly comprehensible
that the technocrat!cal economy places the burden of economic salvation
squarely on the shoulders of technically trained individuals, in the heinds
of the soientists~the physicists, the biologists, the chemists, and ex¬
pects the machine to usurp, to a large extent, the place in industry for¬
merly occupied by man. Mr. Chase expresses this idea in these terms;
\Ye can expect no blazing torch in the hand of labor as such.
Labor will follow but will not lead. The torch must be borne by
another class, one hitherto unknown to history; the men and
women ta4io have grasped the hand of science.^
In another place, the same writer expresses the idea in other words as
follows;
The real work, the real thoxaght, the real action must come from
the technicians; that class most able, most clear-headed of all
in American life...®
Then, admitting the truth of the statement that the technocrats
place the machine in a position of importance higher than it has held in
the past, Wesley C. Mitchell, one of the group, says;
In a sense more intimate than the inventors of the phrase seem
to have appreciated, the machine has become the master of the
man who v/orks with it and an arbiter in the cultural fortunes
of the community into whose lifw it has entered."^
On this particular phase of the matter, Mr. Chase has much to
say. For instance, technocracy seeks;
^Thorstein Veblen, The Place of Science in Modem Civilization and
Other Essays (Kew York, 1919j, p. 16.
2Stuart Chase, op. cit., p. 179.
®Ibid., p. 219.
^Yesley C. Mitchell, editor, Wbat Veblen Taught (iJew York, 1936), p. 321.
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A condition where the hulk of economic work is performed not
by men, but by inanimate energy, drawn from coal, oil and water
power. ^
Again, technocracy demands:
A point at which the curve of
a geometric increase, becomes
life.^
invention, follovdng, as it does,
the dominating factor in economic
Stated more directly, technocracy demands;
A .point at viiioh the scientific method supersedes the use and
wont of draftsmen in the production of most raw material.®
TJhat does the technocrat expect after he places the burden of
economic security in the hands of idle scientists? He believes that he
has found the one method by which the vAiole population may enjoy, for the
first time in history, its full measure of material prosperity along with
all the leisure time it could desire. Again quoting Mr. Chase;
The Economy of Abundance...means an economic condition where an
abundance of material goods can be produced for the entire popu¬
lation of a given community, a condition never obtaining any¬
where until within the last few years.^
In the same vein, Howard Scott declares;
Physical science has outdistanced present social institutions to
such an extent that man, for the first time in history, finds
himself occupying a position in "vdiich a complete utilization
of his knowledge would assure the arrival of certainty in a con¬
tinental social mechanism. Man, in his age-long stmggle for
leisure and the elimination of toil, is now at last confronted
not only by idie possibility but by the probability of this ar¬
rival. Such a new era in human life is technically dependent
only upon an extension of the physical sciences and the equip¬
ment at hand.5
Technocracy, it is true, is primarily an economic theory, but
it has definite social implications and these implications are of particu-




^Howard Scott and others, op. cit., p. 42.
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lar interest here. According to the technocrats, social activity is based
upon physical laws ‘vdiich must be taken into account. k!r. Scott says:
All social activitj'', whether in a steady or changing state, must
obey the laws of physics and must likewise be subject to the
limitations imposed by those laws.^
The years from the dawn of history to the Industrial Revolution
in the mid-eighteenth century were static, say the technocrats, because
no social changes occurred which could appreciably increase the ability
of mankind to utilize the energy resources iidiich surrounded him.^ How¬
ever, social changes will come in rapid succession now that technocracy
has solved the problea of subsistence, for men may now give more attention
to their social structure. Speculating on social changes. Chase writes;
With a geometric increase in invention, the society of the future
must be one of accelerating change.3
However, technocracy promises no improvement in the social
structure of modem civilization, because to function successfully, social
and moral laws must not be ever in a state of flux. The teclmological
experts offer men a philosophy -vdiich promises food, clothing and shelter
for all, and even allov^s for health and recreation, but their philosophy
ends at this point. One of this group asks what remains after the ac¬
quisition of the essentials mentioned above, and answers himself in the
following manner:
Religion, art, philosophy, spiritual values? Fiddlesticks....
It has been found, down the aisles of history that when a given
community perfects a technique which allowra it to eat with some
peace of mind, art, philosophy, scientific curiosity, invariably
make their appearance....Religion is beyond me altogether.^
^Ibid., p. 19. ,
^Ibid., p. 29.
^Stuart Chase, op, cit., p, 114.
^Ibid., p. 40.
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Indeed, the technocrats say openly that if their theory is ac¬
cepted and put into wide-spread practice, morality will decline into a
questiom of expediency. Oneof their group writes;
Morality and lavf require stability to function well. They mil
accordingly ftinction badly in.the future. The fixity and detail
of right and wrong will give way to social expediency.^
In other words:
The machine process gives no insight into questions of good and
evil, merit and demerit...nor into the foundation or the con¬
straining force of law and order....The machine technology takes
no cognizance of conventionally established rules of precedence;
it knov/s neither manners nor breeding and can make no use of any
of the attributes of worth....Its metaphysical basis is the law
of cause and effect, which in the thinking of its adepts has dis¬
placed even the law of sufficient reason.^
Stated in other terms, the technocrat, in his pose of the scien¬
tist, knows neither "good” nor "bad" and even is he were to take cognizance
of the distinction, the ends which, though not "good," are of advantage in
subsistence, are always expressed in terms of technological proficiency,
ho discussion of spiritual values not bearing upon the producticn of
material goods is allowed by the technocrat.^
Indeed, the advocates of technocracy deny the necessity of God,
for, as one of the experts declares:
Men trained by the mechanical occupations to materialistic, in¬
dustrial habits of thought are beset with a growing inability to
appreciate, or even to apprehend the meaning of metaphysical
validity. The consolations of a personal relation (of subservience)
to a supernatural master do not appeal to men vdiose habit of life
is shaped by a familiarity with the relations of personal dominance
and fealty.*^
^Ibid., p. 114.
^V/esley C. Mitchell, op. cit., p. 311.
2
Paul T. Homan, Contemporaiy Economic Thought (New York, 1928), p. 139.
^'Jesley C. Mitchell, op. cit., p. 355.
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Since the technocrats admit that their labor methods will release
the major portion of the population from the useful labors to which they
are accustomed^ and since they furidio* declare that they have no interest
in spiritual values and deny the necessity of a god, v/hat are the majority
of men to do in order to occupy their time? Mr. Chase ansvrers this ques¬
tion in these words:
Let us not forget the growing importance of sei^ices as against
goods under modern conditions. Energy releases labor. The
service industries require labor...^
Enlarging bn the above statement. Chase goes on to explain:
Technology is slowly obliterating the proletariat. The displaced
manual worker, if he secures a job, drifts into the service trades,
which are primarily middle class activities.^
Mr. Chase and his group are not at all abashed by being forced
to admit that many laborers,must secure jobs as "waiters, bell hops,
cleaners and dyers, movie ushers in stupendous livery, lifeguards at public
beaches, taxi drivers, beauty shoppe employees"^ if they are to work at
all.
The argument advanced by the advocates of technocracy, then,
is this: that the bases of all activity are physical laws and that to
survive, men must obey these laws although by so doing machines become
more important than men. They admit, furtheimore, that in such a society
law and morality have no part; the only rule is to be one based upon
"If the total one billion installed horse-power of the United States
were operated to full capacity, its output would be equivalent to the hu¬
man labor of over five times the present total world population.” Hoivard
Scott and others, op. cit., p. 42.




expediency, an expediency that allo-ws no place for philosophy end art and
■which denies all necessi'bj’- for God. In other vrards, technocracy offers
man the opportunity to enjoy great material prosperity and much leisure
time, but gives him no interests to pursue in his leisure. Kan is to
earn money in order to purchase the primary necessities of life—food,
clothing, and shelter—but he is offered no interests vdiich extend be¬
yond the acquisition of these essentials. To become a one-sided, warped,
purely acquisitive creature is all that is offered to mankind despite the
glo'wing accounts of the progress which the technocratic experts declare
they are extending to men of the modern world.
Turning from technocracy to hvimanism, we are confronted by the
same questions; queries as to what is himianism, "what is its purpose, what
are the goals v/hich it hopes to obtain? Humanism, in America, has the
serablance of a new movement but, ac-fcually, it is not new. In the days
of Ancient Greece, Judea, India and China, the movement 'was comparatively
new, but by the time of the Renaissance, vdien the name "hiamanism” was
first applied to the philosophy, it was rather old.^ Persons as various
as Homer, Phideas, Plato, Aristotle, Confucius, Buddha, Jesus, Paul, Virgil,
Horace, Dante, Shakespeare, Kil-ton, Goethe, Katthew Arnold, Ralph Waldo
p
Emerson and James Russell Lowell have clarified its doctrines and discipline.
What is humanism? Let one of the group answer.
Humanism is the study and practice of the principles of httman
happiness vmcomplicated by naturistic dogmas on the one side
and religious dogmas on the other.^
%orman Foerster, editor. Humanism and America, assays on the Outlook
of Kodem Civilization (WeTiT York, 1930}, preface, p. x.
^Ibid.
^G. R. Elliott, "The Pride of Kodernity,” Ibid., p. 99.
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Stated in another way by one of the humanists;
In its broadest significance it denotes a belief in that the
proper study of mankind is man, and that this study should
enable mankind to perceive and realize its humanity.1
A third definition of humanism is stated in these terms by Paul Elmer More;
Against those tdio teach that man is totally submerged in natural
law, the humanist lays emphasis on that in man •vdaich distinguishes
him generically from other animals and so in one part of his com¬
posite being lifts him out of the more narrowly defined kingdom
of nature...and the himianist assumes for himself this title...be¬
cause this superadded element, or faculty...is what marks off a man
as man. In a word, the humanist is simply one who takes his stand
on being hiauan.^
Does himianism have a definite purpose? If so, what is the pur¬
pose to •v’shich the himianists pledge themselves? Humanism does have a
clearly defined purpose which has been stated by one of the group in this
manner:
More and more persons, oppressed with the stale scepticism of
the post-war period, are beginning to grow sceptical of that
scepticism, and are looking for a new set of controlling ideas
capable of restoring value to human existence. One of these
forces is known as ’humanism.'®
Another member of the humanist school, Irving Babbitt, gives
their purpose in these Tsrords;
The humanist...is interested in the perfecting of the individual
rather than in schemes for the elevation of mankind as a whole...^
Humanism, coming to America in full force in the period follow¬
ing the first l/Jorld vVar, came into a world vfhich Viras dominated by science
and the pseudo-sciences. As we have already indicated, technocracy was
Herman Foerster, ibid., preface, p. vi.
2
Paul Elmer More, On Being Human, "Hew Shelburne Essays," Vol. Ill
(Princeton, 1936), p. 7.
2
Norman Foerster, op. cit., preface, p. vi.
4
Irving Babbitt, Literature and the American College, Essays in the
Defence of the HumanTties (Boston, 19Q8)*)'
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based upon the sciences and saw in man, not a human being, but an engine
whose function is to make the mechanized energy of the world function with
the highest possible proficiency. A philosophy predicated upon the per¬
fection of the individual as a human being, therefore, is diametrically
opposed to the philosophy of the technocrate. As one wxiter declares;
Instead of insisting,..that all life may be accounted for in
terms of the properties and laws of nature, they ^^he humanist^/
insist on a dualism in existence. From the ’natural,’- they
sharply distinguish the supernatural, or at least, the h\jman;
and they further insist on the dualism, within man himself,
bet7/een the ’lower’ qualities (those which man shares with the
rest of nature) and the ’higher’ (those which appear to be the
property of man alone). Among the distinctly human qualities,
the chief are the reason, the moral will, and the ’ethical’ as
opposed to the ’natural’...^
Stated in other terms, the humanists do not deny that science
has a place in modem civilization, but they declare that science should
be placed in a not too exalted position, for if man is to be governed
entirely by science, he must lose sight of those purely human qiaalities
■which set man above animals, he must lose that centrality which insists
that mankind must travel the via media, that middle ground •vdiich prevents
extremes in any direction.
The attitude of the humanists to'ward the scientists is given
in the following passage;
No humanist would deny that science has a legitimate field of
its o^vm '.i^en investigating the phenomena of the objective world
and attempting to find law and order in the flux of events. Nor
would he deny that it has added much to our security and power
and has increased our opportunity for a richer life and charac¬
ter. Science has its legitimate pretensions to power; but false
claims are now being advanced on all sides under the shelter of
its name, and it is these false claims ¥/hich the humanist is
concerned to expose....It is the false claims...of ^hose vAo^
would have us believe that all truth is scientific s.nd...by mere
halter Fuller Taylor, A History of American Letters, p. 437.
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verbal analysis...have linked the study of man's intellectual
and spiritual nature to the physical work of mechanical matter
and motion.. must be exposed and renounced.^
The humanists cannot allow the way of the technocrats because
these latter look upon man much in the same way as they look upon a loco¬
motive and Just as a locomotive is useless vinless its iimeels are turning,
so too, man is consigned to the scrap-heap unless his vital machinery is
unimpaired. As Mr. Babbitt says;
Man himself and the products of his spirit, language, and lit¬
erature, are treated not as having a law of their ovm, but as
things; as entirely s-abject to the s^e methods that have won
for science such triumphs over phenomenal matter.^
Disallowing the philosophy advanced by the technocrats, Paul Elmer
More writes;
¥e are not pure machines, and...any argument which would subject
the human will and consciousness to the mechanical laws of motion
is void because based on false premises.^
Furthermore, humanism disagrees with technocracy because beneath
the mask of this purely economic viev,'- of life there is embedded all the
rapacity and greed that can warp the soul of man.^ The technocrats believe
that progress is the result of discontent, say the humanists, and while
admitting that this argument may contain a germ of truth, the advocates
of the middle course assert that when discontent is associated only with
material standards, such progress must die of failure, for man must have
some refuge to v^rhich to turn when this kind of progress ultimately fails.
^Louis Trenchard More, ”The Pretensions of Science,” Himianism and
America, pp. 3-4.
2
Iirving Babbitt, op. cit., p. 252.
^Ibid., p. 30.
4
Paul Elmer More, "The Humility of Common Sense," Humanism and America,
p. 68.
5
Paul Elmer More, On Being Human, p. 139.
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as ineTitably it must, and the technocrats fail because they do not pre¬
pare for this eventuality.^
On the other hand, -while the technocrats declare that in their
philosophy there is no place for art, philosophy and religion, the hijman-
ists allow that these forces must be taken into consideration. Humanism
insists that religion must have a place in any consideration of mankind,
for:
Against those -who still hold that man is only a fragmentary cog
in the vast machinery -which we call the universe, moved by the
force of some relentless, unvarying, unconscious law the hiomanist
asserts that v/e are individual personalities, endowed with the
potentiality of free -will and answerable for our choice of good
or evil.2
The case against the technocrats is this, in the words of Mr.
Foerster:
future and science can affor_^ no light in our ^ankind'_^
search for a modus vivendi in a state of society. In vain
do we seek in ^technocracy for standards of justice, self-
restraint, moderation, gentleness; in vain for a principle of
rational or spiritual guidance adequate for human life as we
know it....in the motion picture of reality that science offers
there are no values, but only quantitative measures of force,
mass, etc. Yet values are in fact the main concern of man, the' *7 '
perennial object of his ardent striving.*^
The -whole objection of the humanists to the technocrats may be
summed up in these words of Paul Elmer More; "¥e are to believe that a
stone is of the same nature as the soul.”^
V.ere the humanists constructive as well as destructive? After




%orman Foerster, American Criticism, A Study in Literary Theory from
Poe to the Present (New York, 1930), p. E38.
^Paul Elmer More, "The Humility of Common Sense," op. cit., pp. 69-70.
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thing to offer in its place? Yes, the h\»naaists do offer a solution of
their otoi after destroying that proffered by the technocrats. V.hiat is
the humanist solution? Irving Babbitt, Paul Elmer Kore, Eorman Foerster,
George Santayana and other memhers of their group declare that if mankind
will obey the law of measure, if it will achieve and maintain the golden
mean, if it vdll observe the centrality inherent in human nature, if it
will walk the via media at all times, life will be vdiole and beautiful,
there will be no scepticism, no pessimism, no loss of faith in the present
or loss of hope for the future. Mr. Foerster states the constructive side
of the humanist philosoohy in these words;
Humanism does wish to emphasize discipline, whenever, as today, it
needs to be emphasized. It has no desire to measure conduct quan¬
titatively, according to the familiar formula, as three-fourths of
life, but it does desire to show that the quality of all life is
higher or lower according as our power of vital restraint is ex¬
ercised. Hxmianism conceives that the power of restraint is pecul¬
iarly h\jman, and that those viio throw down the reins are simply
abandoning their humanity to the course of animal life or the com¬
placency of vegetables. It conceives, father, that the attainment
of the ideal of completeness of life, as a human nature rounded and
perfect on all its sides, is fatally frustrated at the start unless
the ideal of centrality or self-control is introduced as the regu¬
lating principle.^
«
In a final word, in a concise statement, as Mr. Babbitt says; ”Hothing
p
too much is indeed the central maxim of all genuine humanists...”
The two opposing camps, the technocrats and the humanists, mar¬
shalled all their fighting forces in full battle array and the v^ar raged.
Each army attempted to force into retreat its opponents by urging its ar¬
guments against the concepts of the opposing group. There vreis no attempt
at appeasement, no efforts at reconciliation between these two groupsj
^Norman Foerster, Humanism and America, preface, pp. xiii-xiv.
O
Irving Babbitt, ’'Humanism; An Essay at Definition," Humanism and
America, p.' 26.
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each was battling for a clear-cut, decisive victory which would leave its
enemy vanquished on the field of battle. Into the thick of the fray walked
Archibald MacLeish, throwing all of his strength into the forces of the
humanists.
Mr. MacLeish believes that he is justified, artist though he be,
in turning his attention to a matter as prosaic as economics, lihy? In
the first place, no poet can do his work until he understands the age in
which he lives, and an understanding of his own age means, to MacLeish,
an understanding of industrialism because our civilization is one based
on industrialism.^ He criticizes other poets because:
They have read Marx. They have soaked themselves in the rancid
odor of capitalistic stupidity and greed. They have looked at,
and romantically admired, and even rom.antically written about,
a few esthetic-looking machines and tools. But they have not
the faintest idea how three hundred odd millions of pairs of
shoes are actually m.ade under any social system or how the food
of a nation is actually distributed—actually, the visible, tangi¬
ble, physical act—or by what organization of men and railroads
and trucks and belts and book-entries the materials of a single
automobile are assembled, and yet all these matters are the very
life of our time....And for the poet, who must alvra.ys attack his
world factually and physically, not abstractly, not in intellec¬
tual concepts, they are the one possible road to an imderstanding
of the contemporary age.'^
Launching his attack on the technocrats, the poet says the world
they visualize "is a sad, sad world,”® for it is a w^orld of technological
determanism v/hich has grown out of the cov^'dice of our age, a cov/ardice
"which demands an external pattern, a non-human authority"^ which it has
found in the laws of physics. He, too, comprehends that the technocrati-
cal Tjorld is one vrhich has no centrality, that it is one which takes no
^Archibald MacLeish, "The Poetry of Karl Marx," The Saturday Review of
Literature, X (February 17, 1934), p. 486.
^Ibid.
2Archibald MacLeish, "Technocracy Speaks," The Saturday Review/ of Lit¬
erature, IX (January 28,-1933), p. 400.
^Ibid.
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recognition of the moral laws of “good" and "bad", that it denies the free¬
dom of the will. MacLeish strikes at the teclmocrats in the same weak
spot that the humanists had already attacked. This is his case against
them:
Communism went evangelizing with the newly discovered dogmas of
economics idien economics were fashionable and Technocracy goes
evangelizing with the now fashionable dogmas of physics. But
both schools have the same fundamental infantilism. Both are
responses to the desire of our contemporaries to hide their heads,
to relieve themselves of al1 personal responsibility, moral as
well as intellectual...^
Mr. MacLeish admits that a technological revolution has taken
O *z
place, but for him that revolution is a beginning, not an end.*^ This is
true because that revolution is providing man with the leisure to live,
but is making no provisions for a way of life.^ MacLeish, knov/ing his
fellow Americans as he does, admits that the world as pictured by the
technocrats is not unattractive. Says he;
It is a picture shrewdly painted to appeal to American habbittry
mth its childish longing to believe in Science and Scientific
Truths and Scientific Thinkers.®
But, he goes on;
...it is about as attractive to a man of human appetites as a
potent antiseptic gargle. And about as nourishing.®
Continuing his criticism of the technocrats, MacLeish argues that
they do not answer the question of technological unemployment vdien they
suggest that the lost population of the factories be taken up by the









A society which wished to take advantage of potential benefits
of the new industrialism would not force its displaced workers
into these selling services to swell a new Coolidge-era expan¬
sion. •
Actually the technocrats have failed in their efforts, for, says
MacLeish, in a poem entitled "1933", their Trorld is one in which there are:
Millions starving for corn v/ith
Mountains of waste corn and
Millions cold for a house with
Cities of empty housed and
Millions naked for cloth and the
^
Looms choked with the cloth-weave.
This condition has been brought about by technological xmemployment, for
the entire lost population of the factories could not possibly be ab¬
sorbed in the "service" industries►
The problem of economics, according to MacLeish, is the problan
of industrialism, vdiich is understood neither by the engineer, the scien-
•2
tist, the philosopher, nor the literary critic. Vve are, he says, aware
of industrialism but it is "the undiscovered continent of our time."^ How¬
ever, industrialism holds no fears for the poet. Instead of fear, in¬
dustrialism offers hope to the modem world, for, says he:
With the third decade of the present century...it became apparent
that the goal of industrialism was not merely greater and greater
production!, more and more material, richer and richer bankers, but
something quite different from these things. It became apparent
that industrialism was moving tovmrd a degree of mechanization in
which fewer and fewer men need be, or indeed, could be employed,
and that the result of that development must, of physical necessity,
be a civilization in which all men would wrork.less and enjoy more...^
^Archibald MacLeish, "Machines and the Future," The Nation, CXXXVI
(February 8, 1933), p. 141.
2
Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 188.
^Archibald MacLeish, "The Social Cant," The Mew Republic, LXXII (De¬
cember 21, 1932), p. 156.
^Ibid.
^Archibald MacLeish, "Machines and the Future," op. cit., CXXXVI, p. 140.
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Expressing the same idea poetically, Mr. MacLeish declares in "Burying
Ground 'by the Ties":
T^’e were born to another look of the sky certainly^
Or again in "Elmpire Builders":
Many men will have living in these lands:
There is wealth in the earth for them all and the wood standing
And wild birds on the water where they sleep:
There is, stone in the hills for the townsof a great people...^
Hr. HacLeish believes that capitalism can solve our economic
problems; it functions poorly at present, but can be revised so that it
will be of service. Capitalism is of particular importance to his ovm
groig), the artists, because:
IVe cannot exist wilhout that freedom to do our own work in our
own way which is called, for lack of an accurate terai, intel¬
lectual freedom. And it is ^ha_^ many of us feel that only
under capitalism of all existing alternatives, that we have
any real hope of such freedom.
In making revisions, the capitalists must, says MacLeish, devise
a plan "for the reform of our system of distribution so that our enormous
potential W'ealth w'hich is now an impending disaster and a cause of suffer¬
ing as poignant as it is ridiculous may become a source of human good it
is capable of becoming."^
lir. MacLeish has been very much interested in economics, and
by siding with the humanist group he has been able to free himself of
the scepticism, the negation, the despair for modern civilization in
America that was his lot while he remained a member of the Y/aste Land
^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p.l75.
^Ibid., p. 182.
^Archibald MacLeish, "To the Yoping Men of hall Street," The Saturday
Review of Literature, VIII (January 16, 1932), p. 454.
^Archibald MacLeish, "Technocracy," The Saturday Review of Literature,
IX (January 14, 1933), p. 374.
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school of poets. In denying that mankind is governed entirely by physical
laws, in disallowing that we are not agents of free willl incapable of
making a choice between good and evil, in affirming that man is more thsin
an engine ruled by scientific maxims, by admitting that man is not only
free to choose the path he must take but is morally obliged to do so, by
placing his faith in the law of centrality, llr. IKacLeish has been able to
free himself of his early pessimism and to look upon American civilization
as one rich in potentialities for happiness and filled with spiritual
values which make him proud and happy to be an American citizen. The re¬
cent appointment of Ilr. MacLeish to the position of Congressional Librarian
by President Roosevelt^ is tangible evidence of the validity of these state¬
ments, for -while Mr, Roosevelt is a himianitarian, he embraces, to some de¬
gree at least the humanist philosophy and is able to understand and ap¬
preciate the change which has taken place in the poet during recent years.
For a discussion of ¥r. MacLeish’s belief in freedom of the will, see
M. D. Label, "The Poet on Capitol Hill," The Partisan Review, VIII (Janu-
ary-February, 1941), p. 2.
J)
IJr. MacLeish was made Librarian of Congress by Mr. Roosevelt in 1938.
CHAPTER III
THE EFFECT OF THE AESTHETIC THEORY OF MACLEISH UPON HIS POETRY
Mr. KacLeish has not published, to date, any book formally and
completely setting forth and explaining his aesthetic theory, any book
acquainting his readers "with his answers to such questions as Vihat is
art?, VJhat is poetry?, Ywhat is the purpose of poetiy?, YJhat is the poet's
function in our world? Nevertheless, from a careful study of his poetry
and from an attentive reading of some of his articles which have appeared
in various periodical publications, MacLeish's readers are able to formu¬
late the aesthetic theory upon which the poet works. The comprehension
of Mr. MacLeish's aesthetics gives the reader an insight into his anabasis,
for this poet's theory of art has been of definite assistance in the ad¬
vance he has made from the philosophy of despair given to the world by
"The Lost Generation" to the philosophy by which he now abides.
Ivhat is art to Mr. MacLeish? Art is that which concerns itself
with human experience as experience; art is that which makes comprehensible
■vdiat has happened to mankind; art is that which makes imderstandable to
the spirit of man what has happened to him. In the poet’s ovm words;
Art is a method of dealing vdth our experience of this world,
which makes that experience, ^ ex^^erience, recognizable to
the spirit.^
Amplif^hg the statement quoted above, Mr. MacLeish writes:
Art is an organization of experience in terms of experience, the
purpose of vdiich is the recognition of experience. It is an in¬
terpreter between ourselves and that which has happened to us,
the purpose of vhich is to make legible what it is that has hap-
^Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public Yi'orld," The Atlantic Month¬
ly;, CLXIII (June, 1939), p. 825.
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pened....It is an organization of experience comprehensible not
in terms of something else, but of itself; not in terms of sig¬
nificance, but of itself; not in terms of truth even, but of
itself. The truth of a vrork of art is the truth of its organi-
zation. It has no other truth.
Viihen Mr. MacLeish states that "art is a method of desQ. ing vd.th
our experience ^o that that experience become_^ recognizable to the
spirit,” he seams to deny the argument of many witers; the argument that
art is moral, that art is didactic, for he mentions these as considerations
of art not at all. MacLeish does not make this denial merely an implica¬
tion. He makes his negation of this argument clear to all readers in the
folloTsang words;
Art...toows no fashion in substance though it knows very well
fashions in form. And it knows no preconceived patterns. It
has, that is to say, neither morality, nor text, nor lesson.
It records those things, seen or unseen,which have actually
occurred, legibility being its only test of selection. It re¬
cords them regardless of their effect upon the minds of the
young or the minds of the old; regardless of their capacity
for arousing anger against the recorder or anti-social enthu¬
siasms directed at others. It records them because they are
an expression of the world and because the sole motivation of
the artist is an obscure and personal compulsion to arrest, to
fix, to make expressive, the flowing away of the world.
Turning from Mr. MacLeish*s thoughts upon art as a generality,
let us turn to his oivn artistic province, poetry, and discover what he
believes his particular art to be. Dismissing the debate between the
"Olassicals and Romanticals...between the Classicals and Eomanticals and
Humantisticals.. between the Ddiole lot of them and any other organ¬
ized intellection iidiatsoever"^ as "sterile," MacLeish declares;
Poetry is neither more than an art nor less than an art, but an
art only.^
^Ibid.
^Archibald MacLeish, "First Viiorld Ysar," The Hew Republic, LXXFI (Septem¬
ber,20, 1933), p. 160.
2Archibald MadLeish, "An Anonymous Generation," The Saturday Review of
Literature, VI (December 7, 1929), p. 503.
^Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public T/orld," op. cit., CLXIII,
p. 825.
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Again defining poeti^'- as an art, Mr. Iv'acLeish enlarges upon the foregoing
statement in these words;
Poetry is not a skill like glass-blowing which mechanization can
destroy. It is an art, or, if the word art is no longer admis¬
sible and the social -vocabulary alone has present meaning, then
it is the most effective means of searching and transplanting
and recording in permanent and recreative symbols the experience
of the race.^
Poetry is to MacLeish something live, vital, inevitable. Poetry
is that which could be said in no other -vnay than as a poemj it is that
which could be expressed in no form other than the form in which that
something is expressed. Says he;
A poem is not a way in -vdiich something may be written, but the
way in which something may be written. And the thing which may
be -written in this v/ay is the poem.^
In -the definition of the particular art vrfiich he practices,
IJacLeish expresses the conviction that poetry is both destructive and
recreative. This destruction and recreation can be achieved only by the
poet, and these processes occur in the poet long before they take place
in the socie-ty in which the poet must dwell. MacLeish explains this
phenomenon in these words;
True poetry is always destructive and recreative. But it is
destructive and recreative in the -womb—not on the operating
table. And its attack on the existing order takes place not
in the minds of a people but in the minds of a few men and not
at the time of the bomb-thro-mings but generations before. By
the time society has ripened the revolutionary inventions of
one centtiry, poetrv is already inventing the revolutionary pur¬
poses of the next.^
Archibald MacLeish, "The Social Cant,” op. cit., LXXIII, p. 156.
2 ~
Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public bbrld," op. cit., CLXIII,
pp. 824-5.
2
Archibald MacLeish, "The Lriter and Eevolution," The Saturday Review
of Literature, XI (January 26, 1935), p. 442.
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Poetically expressing all that he has said concerning the defin¬
ition of poetry, Mr. MacLeish has iwritten in "Ars Poetioa";
A poem should be palpable and mute
As a globed fruit
D\mib
As old medallions to the thimb
Silent as the sleeve-irom stone
Of casement ledges v/here the moss has groim—
A poem should be TOrdless
As the flight of birds
♦ » *
A poem should be motionless in time
As the moon climbs
Leaving, as the moon releases
Tmg by tmg the night-entangled trees.
Leaving, as the moon behind the winter leaves.
Memory by memory the mind--
A poem should be motionless in time
As the moon climbs
* # i|(
A poem should be equal to:
Hot true
For all the history of grief
An empty doorvjay and a maple leaf
For love
The leaning grasses and tiro lights above the sea—
A poem should not mean
But be^
Giving further consideration to Mr. MacLeish's belief that the
fiHiction of art is to interpret experience to the spirit of man, we dis¬
cover that he believes that of all the arts, only poetry can interpret the
deeper, more hidden experiences of mankind. He explains the idea in these
words:
Only poetry can produce that absorption of the reasoning mind,
that release of the listening nature, that solution of the
‘"Archibald MacLeish, Peems, pp. 122-3.
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deflections and distractions of the sijrfaoes of sense, by which
intense experience is admitted, recognized and knoTOi. Only
poetry can present the closest and therefore the least visible
experiences of men in such form that they, reading, may say,
'yes...yes...It is like that....That is what it is truly like.'^
Because,in his own poetry, MacLeish works on the belief that
poetrj'- can penetrate into experiences not otherwise understandable, he
has become the prophet of hope. It is for this reason that he is not the
preacher of despair when he looks at the history of mankind. As he writes
in ’’Men";
Our history is grave noble and tragic
We trusted the look of the sun on the green leaves •
We built our towns of stone with enduring ornaments
Y(e worked the hard flint for basins of water
Yie believed in the feel of the earth under us
We planted corn grapes apple-treds rhubarb
Nevertheless we knew others had died
Everything we have done has been faithful and dangerous
Tfe bilieved in the promises made by the brows of women
We begot children at night in the warm wool
We comforted those who wept in fear on our shoulders
Those who comforted us had themselves vanished
We fought at the dikes in the bright sun for the pride of it
Vu'e beat drums and mrched with music and laughter
We were drunk and lay vdth our fine dreams in the straw
lie saw the stars through the hair of lewd women
Our history is grave noble and tragic
Many of us have died and are not ronembered
Many cities are gone and their channels broken
We have lived a long time in this land and with honor^
Even the War, ■wdi.ich had made Mr. MacLeish as bitter as were the
Waste Landers, even it can be looked upon with sadness not tinged with
bitterness when his poetry allows him to recognize the deeper human ex¬
periences wiiich lie hidden in that conflagration. He can write of the
P*
^Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public Yiorld,
825.
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War in these words in ’’Memorial Rain” as he pictures the French ambassador
looking dovm upon the brave dead and:
—Reflects that these enjoy
Their country's gratitude, that deep repose.
That peace no pain can break, no hurt destroy.
That rest, that sleep—^
Or again the ambassador
—Indicates the flag
Which (may he say) enisles in Flanders* plain




This earth their bones have hallowed, this last gift
A grateful country—^
Using poetry as the means by,which to discover the less visible
experiences which compose the life of man, MacLeish reflects upon life'
and death mth seriousness but not with despair. In poetry such as "Tour¬
ist Death" he is able to see that:
Life is neither a prize box nor a terminus
Life is a hejft that has fitted the palms of many
Dark as the helved oak
with sweat bitter
Browned by numerous hands
Death is the rest of it
Death is the same bones and the trees nearer
Death is a serious thirg like the loam smell
Of the plowed earth in the fall
Death is here
Hot in another place not among strangers
Death is under the moon here and the rain^
The poet holds that any experience whatsoever, so long as its






poetry. MacLeish believes in the Catholicity of poetry; there are not
some kinds of experience which are proper for poetry and other kinds which
are improper. On the other hand, those experiences which are proper to
poetry are not proper to this art form only, for the experience which makes
poetiy recognizable is universal in its appeal. Any experience is valid
for poetry so long as it demands poetic intensity for its expression. Fr.
MacLeish writes:
Art...is not selective. It is Catholic. There are not certain
experiences iidaich are fit for art and certain other experiences
which are not fit for art. Any experience whether of violence
or of contemplation or of sensuality or of wonder or of disgust,
of wMch the spirit demands recognition may be brought to the labor
of art. And if this is true of all art, it is true also of that
form of art vhich is poetry. There are not certain kinds of ex¬
perience which are proper for poetry; nor, conversely, are the
experiences which make poetiy recognizable experiences peculiar
to poetry alone. The experience which makes poetry recognizable
maybe the experience of anything... .It may be any experience
whatever which requires for its intensity the intensity of the
poetic line, the shock of the poetic association, the compression
of the poetic statement, the incantation of the poetic world. It
may be any experience of which the intensity is so great that only
a corresponding intensity of order can give it shape, as the ten¬
sion of flight gives form and beauty to the beating of wings.^
In his philosophic anabasis, one of the steps made by llr. KacLeish
was his recognition of the value of America as the country from which
American artists should draw their inspiration. He realized that the
older civilizations of Europe, to which he and many other young American
artists had turned, had grown sterile and that America w/as young, free,
alive with spiritual potentialities yet to be recognized and recorded,
but the experience of his recognition of this awakening demanded the
intensity which only poetry could give to its expression. Of his kind
and of his country, he writes in "American Letter":
P*




I am neither a sold boy nor a Chinese official
Sent to sicken in Pa for some Lo-Yang dish.
This is my own land, my sky, my mountain;^
Continuing in the same vein, MacLeish asks:
How can a wise man have two countries?
How can a man have the earth and the vdnd and v/ant
A land far off, alien, smelling of palm-trees
And the yellow gorse at noon in the long calms?^
The poet continues his argument in these words:
This, this is our land, this is our .people.
This that is neither a land nor a race, he must reap
The wind here in the grass for our soul's harvest;
Here w'e must eat our salt or our bones starve.
Here we must live or live only as shadows.
This is our race, we that have none, that have had
Neither the old walls nor the voices around us.
This is our land, this is our ancient ground—
The raw earth, the mixed bloods and the strangers.
The different eyes, the wind, and the heart's change.
These we will not leave though the old call us.
This is our country-earth, our blood, our ^ind.^
Another experience of such intensity that only the poetic line
and the poetic compression and association of ideas can give expression
is the moral confusion and intellectual imrest of an age such as ours.
MacLeish sees in Shakespeare’s Hamlet the organization of the moral con¬
fusion and intellectual anxiety of the Elizabethan age^ and Prince Hamlet
is to him 'the one figure in which we recognize the experience of intellec¬
tual doubt at that extremest point where doubt is no longer possible and
only belief can be supported."® It is no wonder, then, that the American
poet has written "The Hamlet of A. MacLeish"^ in which he gives organiza¬
tion to the moral and intellectual confusion of the twentieth centuiy.
^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 161.
^Ibid., p. 162.
^Ibid., p. 164.




Archibald MacLeish, Poems, pp. 1-52.
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This organization led Eliot and his followers into hopelessness, but not
so luaoLeish. Instead of a despairing cry, he can say;
I hope all v.lll be v-ell. Y7e must be patient...
V.'e must find a word for it men can say at night,
And a face for the dark brow.
T/fe must find a thing we can know for the "world changes.
Me must believe, for it is not al"7:ays sure.
YtTiy then, let's take it. Look, let's all smile once.
All smile into each other's smiling, all
As men smile into mirrors slov/ly smile...
That's better. That's more comfortable.
Tfe aren't
Afraid now. Are we? Take it. There.
Like
thatl^
Ano"ther important principle in Mr. MacLeish's aesthetic theory
is his belief that the successful writer is the one "who establishes his
o"wn aesthetic theoiy and abides by it, because the successful "P/riter is
the one "wiio arrives at personal perceptions by refusing to think as do
those arovind him. He writes;
The ccndition of any v/riter's success as an artist is the refusal
to accept the fashionable esthetic dogjuas of his time and the pas¬
sion to establish a new and clean and unthumbed practice of his
art. And "bhe condition of any -writer's success as an intelligence
is the refusal to think as everyone about him thinks and ceaseless
effort to arrive at personal perceptions. In other "words, a "writer's
real success is always founded in refusal to accept his time on its
o"wn terms.^
When KacLeish ceased paddling in the dark and turbid waters of
the Waste Landers and set sail for the bright and ciystal-clear sea of his
more recent philosophy, he certainly ceased "to accept his time on its ovm
terms," for there vrere many yet trudging in the 1'.'as"teLand mire.^ For in-
^Ibid., p. 28. <
‘^Archibald LiacLeish, "The "Writer and Hevolution," op. cit., XI, p. 441.
2
Siegfried Sassoon, Edith Sitwell, E. E. Cummings and Malcolm Cowley,
as well as Pound and Eliot, were still abiding by the ITaste Land philosophy.
See George Anderson and Eda Lou Y.alton, This Generation, pp. 282-574.
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stance, MaoLeish is not -writing in the mood of "The Lost Generation" -when
he speaks of Imerica in these terms in "Background with Revolutionaries";
She’s a tough land under the corn mister;
She has changed the hone in the cheeks of many races;
She has vanced the eyes of the soft Slavs v/ith her sun on them;
She has tried -the fat from the round rumps of Italians;
Even the voice of the English has gone din^
And hard on the tongue and alive in the throat speaking;
She’s a tough land under the oak-trees mister;
It may, be she can change the -vtord in the book
As she changes the bone of a man’s head in his children;
It may be -that the earth and the men remain..
Again, in a passage such as the following, MacLeish shows clearly that he
■was not -writing in the temper of his agej he shov;s that he has passed from
the darkness of -tiie V»aste Land night into a new day lighted by hope. Here
in "1933" is his advice to those li-vdng in America in that year;
You have only to push on
To whatever it is that’s beyond us
Showing the flat of your sword and they’ 11
Lick sand from before youI
You have only to cross this place
And launch ship and get way on her
Working her out with the oars to the
Full -wind and go forward and
Bring yourselves to a home;
To a new land; to an ocean
Hever sailed; not to Ithaca;
Hot to your beds—but the withering
Seav/eed under the thorn and the
Gulls and ainother morning...^
Of all his poems, the one -vshich best demonstrates Mr. MaoLeish’s
aesthetic doctrine as it has been set forth in this chapter is the "Con¬
quistador", a poem in fifteen books and much longer than any of his other
^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 185
^Ibid., pp. 193-4.
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poems yet published. In this -work the poet seems to have composed with
his principles of art clearly in mind, for in it the reader finds the
apparently conscious working out of the ideas studied here.
Very cleverly, Mr. MacLeish has taken the conquest of Mexico by
the Spaniards in the sixteenth century as the setting for his Americsui
epic. Vihile this historic episode is the frame upon vihich the narrative
of the poem is placed, MacLeish is really writing of twentieth century
America. As one critic says;
’’Conquistador” is, in one sense, a poem within a poem mthin
a poem. The action proper is sustained in the pathos of the
recollection of Bernal Diaz, and that, in turn, is defined by
MacLeish himself; that is, the narrative is read in the light
of Bernal Diaz’s Preface, and that in the light of MacLeish’s
own Prologue."^.
Another critic, writing of the poet’s use of the Spanish conquest
as symbolical of the conflict of the present century, expresses the idea
in the following words;
...he was using the fury and splendor, the clash of ideals and
civilization in that old sixteenth-century w^ar, as a symbol of
the modern world-wide clash of systems and ideas;...Cortez and
Montezuma seemed to him not more different, not more violently
opposed in ever^^ thought and custom, than the separatist feudal
world from, which we were emerging and the steel-linked radio-
bo\md international world which already holds us in its enormous-
grip....His imagination seemed to be amre of the modem clash
of forces...^
In ’’Conquistador" the poet is seeking to make his oontamporaries
reorganize the experience through which they are passing—the experience
of conquering the giant tools which they have manufactured, the vast
•2
fields of knowledge into I'diich they have leaped. The recognition of
this experience demands an intensity in expression that can be given only
^R. P. barren, "Twelve Poets," The American Review, IIII (May, 1934),
p. 215.
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by poetry, for only the compression of the poetic line, only the shock of
the association of ideas that poetry can give, is able to supply this
necessary intensity. The poet realizes that the conquest which must be
accomplished by his contemporaries is fraught with hardships and dangers
just as was the sixteenth century conquest, but it is also an experience
pregnant with hope. Says he:
'Few we are to march in the great sky
'And the wild swing of the moon and the wandering nations
'Silence before us and the sea behind:
'The sun stands: to our west at the endless shades:
'Only the great hope we have of that country
'Heartens our ominous thotights now;...^
Speaking again of the conquest his contemporaries must make,
still in terms of hope, the poet vfrites:
'And you say the land is a dangerous land: it is dangerous I
'That tliis is the -rorld's end westvrard: it may be
'This is the world's end and the serpent rages:
'That our steel rots in the rain: Ayel and our skins do:
'That the place of our death is not known: it is strange
'But men die and unloioTm and the crows think of theral
'That this is an undiscovered and dark land:
'Of doubtful and ignorant gods: peopled by Indians—
'This is an xmdiscovered and dark land:
'All this that you say is true: but the words of your
’Fear are not true:...2
As those who foretold the failure of the Spanish conquest were
traitors, so are those who feretell the imsuccessful termination of the task
to be imdertaken by Americans of his own age, says llacLeish. Here again,
the poet is refusing to accept his time on its own terms, as he writes of
those who see no hope, of those who have no faith;
^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 243.
^Ibid., pp. 249-50.
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Calumniators of eveningt priests I betrayers of
Light in the hood of our eyelidsI they that discredit the
Silence of death on the dry mouths—and they trace the
Sign between the eyebrows of the dead:
Maligners of evil they were: of the pure ill
Like a crystal of quartz in the heel where the flesh vdll tread itI
And they told us Tenochtitlan was a whitened filth and a
Great guilt in the air: and dfeoeption: and falseness:
And filled with the salt of the dead as a reed with pith:
And they themselves had beheld it—
and we saw their
Eyes like sorcerers and the imcertain
Shadows behind them on the height of walls;
And they said to us—’Have you not known? Have you not heard?’
And they said ’Has it not been told you from the beginning?’
tHas it not been said from the founding of the earth?
But, as the Spanish conquerors slew the prophets of failure, so must we:
...we caught them under the cleanness of dawn;
and we slew theml^
Mr. MacLeish believes that if his fellow Americans will face their
task writh the resoluteness, the courage, the persistence that the Spanish
had, we, too, can be assured of victory, we can say, as could the recorder
of their conquest:
And the wiiole thing was a very beautiful victory;®
In this poem in fdiich he so ably pictures the beauty, heroism
and passion that vrent into that conquest of long ago, MacLeish is able to
picture those same qualities as they are embodied in the struggle that the
men of his own century are to make. The courage needed, says the poet,
is present in our world and this realization is a source of never-ending
hope; it is the fountain from which springs the clear -water of faith; it





and to enter upon the highway of a new and vital philosophy.
Because Mr. MacLeish understands art as a whole, and poetry in
particular, to be the source from which come our perceptions of the fun¬
damental experiences of human nature, because poetry is the organization
of these tiniversal experiences, because the poet is the one man among many
men who first realizes the deeper significance of these vital experiences,
and because in the practice of his art, he abides by the aesthetic doc¬
trine which he has formulated, he has been able to advance from the negative,
despairing, confused philosophy of the Waste Landers into a philosophy that
is positive, hopeful, pregnant v/ith faith for the future of mankind, par¬
ticularly of mankind in America.
CHAPTER IV
THE RELATIONSHIP BETliVEEN POETRY MiD SOCIETY
TiHICH MACLEISH BELIEVES TO EXIST
AND THE EFFECT OF THIS BELIEF UPON HIS POETRY
After answering such questions as TfJhat is art?, hliat is poetry?,
Lhat is the function of poetry as poetry?—the answers to these questions
being his aesthetic theory—Mr. MacLeish vras forced to seek the answer
to still another questicaa. The questicn then confronting the poet was
this: Is there any relationship existing between poetry and society,
and if such a relationship does exist, what is its nature? The solution
of this problem vms the third means by which MacLeish affected his ana¬
basis.
In seeking to answer this last question, the poet denies the
pertinancy of the consideration of statements that propaganda is, or is
not, art and that only the poet who understands the "historic necessities"
of his age is a good poet. He va*ites:
the recent discussion of the role of the poet in our time...
serious discussion has been pretty much confined to two heads of
su'gument: the contention that propaganda is, or is not, art and
the contention that only the poet vdio ’soaks himself in the his¬
toric necessities of his epoch’ can write good poetry. Of this
the first is irrelevant to the actual issue and the second is only
superficially pertinent.^
After making this denial, MacLeish says that there is a question
of concern to every poet and the question is -sdiether the poet should use
his knowledge of the world only as an artist serving his art or v/hether
^Archibald MacLeish, "The Poetry of Karl Marx," op. cit., X, p. 485.
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the poet should use this knowledge to advance his personal prejudices.
KacLeish makes the following statements;
The real question is not Tvhether the poet should know and draw
upon the existing world of his time but whether he should draw
upon that world as an artist -with an artist’s single and arro¬
gant demand of artistic significance or v/hether he i^ould know
and draw upon it with the ulterior sind calculated interest of
the champion of a cause. Briefly the real question is Vvhether
the poet should serve a cause or serve an art. It is a question
which every man attempting to practice the art of poetry in this
time must ansvrer. And vdiich he must ansvrer v.lth the certainty
that he vdll choose one alternative or the other and cannot pos¬
sibly choose both... .Ultimately and inescapably it is a question
of the relative importance of the art of poetry and the cause to
Tihich that art would be deferred."^
Giving consideration to this real question of whether the poet
is to serve an art or a cause, Mr. MacLeish arrives at the conclusion that
the poet must serve his art and, therefore, should not be criticized for
either vrriting of or neglecting the political issues of his day. The poet
writes:
The poet is important only so long as he acts as poet. The in¬
tuitions of the poet are valid and may be accepted only because
his loyalty is to his art, because his sole test of the accepta¬
bility of a v©rd or a phrase or a poem is the test of his art and
not the test of his politics or his social indignation. This is
not to say that the true poet is without prejudice. But the only
demand to which he listens in the making of a poem, the only demand
Tdiich, satisfied, wall satisfy him that the poem is complete, is
the demand which his art makes upon him. hhere he fails in that...
he fails of poetry.^
Although the poet must not neglect his art for his prejudices,
he does perform an impcrtant duty in the society in wiiich he lives, for
only he is caoable of xmderstanding, of perceiving the destiny of mankind.
This perception, of which only the poet i§ capable, is of particular neces¬





Neither in our day nor at any earlier time has the wrld "been
able to depend upon itself for the essential understanding. A
great part of our racial knowledge of our lives and our eajrth
and our destiny upon the earth has come in all a-^es from the
intuitive and emotional perceptions of great poets...,His is a
labor which is at all times necessary, for without it that sense
of human reality -vdiich is the poet's greatest aecomiDlishment is
lost. But it is a labor which is particularly necessary in times
of imcertainty and doubt and intellectual confusinn.^
Mr. MacLeish believes that the political experiences of the
society in Tihich the poet lives should be included in poetry as long as
these experiences fill the poet with personal and intense emotion. As he
writes:
There is...no religious rule, no critical dogmas, vdiich excludes
from poetry the political experience of men...if our life as members
of society, vhich is to say our public life, which is to say our
political life, has become a life which moves us to personal in¬
dignation, which fills us with personal fear, which suggests to
us also private hope, we have no choice but to say that our ex¬
periences of this life are experiences of intense and personal
emotion. And if our experiences of this life are experiences of
intense and personal emotion, then they are such experiences as
poetiy can mai^e recognizable—such experiences as perhaps poetry
alone can make recognizable.^
Beca\ise the poet does believe in the validity of mankind's po¬
litical experiences as subject matter for poetry, MacLeish can in his
poetry, as in ”1933", write of;
The place I believe to be Hell from the
Cold and the cries and the welter of
Kings dukes dictators
Heroes headmen of cities
Ranting orations from balconies




Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public L'orld," op. cit., CLXIII,
pp. 826-7.
■Z
‘^Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 188.
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Expressed in other' terms, Kr. L.aoLeish's contention is that the
poet is justified in recording the political experiences of society in ilie
permanent symbols of poetry as long as the experiences are so vital, so
intense that only poetry can exT^ress their intensity. Political action
is one of the activities manifested by any society and by alloxving the
poet the right to record this activitj'-, KacLeish declares that there is a
necessary relationship bety/een poetry and society.
Does MacLeish, in his otoi tine, find a relationship between poetry
and society? The answer to this query is given in the affirmative by the
poet in the following vfords:
Poetry alone in such a time as ours vAien all the images are
blurred and doubtful, when men go starved because they cannot
msh in common—poetry alone imagines, and imagining creates,
the loyalty for lack of which v/e cannot eat, be covered, and
be v/arm. Poetry alone imagines, and imagining creates, the
world that men can wish to live in and make true.^
Stated in other words, Mr. MacLeish's belief is that in a turbu¬
lent age such as the twentieth century, only poetry can imagine a world
in which men could wish to reside. Therefore, society is indebted to its
poets for the image of a habitable world, of a world in which men can live
in peace and harmony.
On the other hand, the poet who does not imaginatively create a
new and better world for his society is not fulfilling his obligations
either to his art or to his fellow men. MaoLeish says:
The poet wdio goes on living in a wrorld vrhich has stopped is
merely and precisely a fool. He is arresting with a great
flourish of eloquence the fleeting gesture of an iron deer.
He is throvdng open the wrindov^s of the soul upon a stage drop.
He is imitating the imitation of an imitation, lie is doing
the one thing that it is not lawful for him to do.^
^Archibald L'acLeish, "In Challenge, Not Defense," Poetry, LII (July,
1938), p. 218.
2
Archibald MacLeish, "Nevertheless One Debt," Poetry, XXXV’III (July,
1931), p. 201.
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It is the belief in the poet’s ability and duty to visualize a
better y/orld for his society vhich has caused IjaoLeish to be able to wite
poetry filled with hope for the future, which has caused him to utter such
words as these from the epilogue to "1933";
As long as you bury me there on the beach
With my own oar stuck in the sand
So that ships standing along in
May see the stick of it straighten (though grey) than the
Olives; and ease all; and say—
’There is some man dead there that once pulled
'Water as T/e do with these and the thing is his
'Oarsweep'; as long as you bury me there
Vshat will it matter to me if my name
Lacks and the fat-leaved beach-plant's cover my
Mound and the ViTood of the oar goes silver as
Drift sea wood goes silver—^
That is Tfdiy he can advise his fellow Americans in this way in the same poem
You had best—if you ask me—
Mush on fron tliis place to the seaward
Laying your course close in
hhere Tiresias' sirens sing of the
Dialectical hope
And the kind of childish utopia
Found in a small boys' school—
Destiny written in Rules;
Life as the Teacher left it;
Work as the answer to eversrthing—
Driving her on through
Till you hear the words of that music;
Till you see well how the white and
Grey of those rocks is the white and
Grey not of dead men's ribs
But the stain of the seagulls' dribblings;
You had best—trusting neither to
Charts nor to prophets but seamanship—
1
Archibald MacLeish, Poems, p. 194.
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You had best--if you ask me--
Sail on by the siin to the seaward
Till you come to a clean place
TTith the smell of the pine in your faces and
Broom and a bitter turf
And the larks blown over the surf and the
Rocks red to the wave-height:
Ko sound but the wave's:
No call of a cock from the
V/indward short nor of oxen—
Gull's shadow for havdc's:
Gull's cry for the hawk's cry—
On by the open sea
To a land with a clean beach
An unplowed country
Pure iinder cleansing sun
With the d\ing burned dry on the gravel
And only the sand to have
And begin it again: start over^
This belief of the poet's duty to his society also gives the
reader insight into the reason why kacLeish can compare the historical
episode of the conquest of Mexico to the battle raging in the twentieth
century and why he can find reasons for hope for the future in that com-
pan son.
Not only is the poet the first to visualize a new and better
world, but by maicing others, by reading his poetry, see this world which
he has visualized, society arrives at a better understanding of its own
desires; that is, the poet aids his society in imagining the nev/er world





OTOi vrords, the idea is expressed in this manner:
...and in witing it poetry visualizing a better worl^ he
poe^ brings the mind of ^he^ nation one step nearer to
an understanding of its will, and one step hearer to an imagina¬
tion of the world in vdiich it can believe and vihich, believing,
it can bring about.^
MacLeish believes that if the poet is to be able to visualize
the kind of vrorld he would like to see established, the society in which
he lives must be democratic; his society must allow him to be free to work,
to think, to live his life as he believes he must. As he says:
■yihat is necessary to the free man, what is above all necessary
to the free writer is to consider Tdthout reference to his ene¬
mies the kind of vrorld he himself v/ould like to bring about.
This world for all artists, for all men of spirit is the demo¬
cratic world, the ■vrorld in which a man is free to do his o\m
•vrork, the vrarld in -vdiich a man may think as he pleases, the
■world in ■which a man may, with the complete responsibility of
a mature individual, control his proper life.^
Mr. FacLeish is here declaring that not only is "the poet responsi
ble to his society, in that it is his duty to imaginatively create a better
world for that socie^ty, but society is responsible to the poet as well,
i
for society must create a world in which the poet ■will be free to •visualize
a still better place in vdiich his fello^wmen may dwell. In other words,
there is a definite relationship between poetry and society in the creation
of a more perfect vrorld eind in this creation there exists a mutual responsi
bility in that both socie^ty and the artist have roles to play.
In his own particular age, KacLeish sees a special relationship
between poetry and socie^fcy.' That rela^fcionship is this: the foundation
upon vjhich our society rests has its roots in industrialism and the real
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out to his society the social injustices which spring frora. industrialism.
In his own words, Kr. LacLeish expresses this idea as follows:
That only the poet who soaks himself in the historic necessities
of his epoch can write good poetry on any subject...may be truer
of our time than it vms of the ti™ of Robert Herrick or 'iidlliam
Blake or Shakespeare himself what the poet must soak him¬
self in, if he is to take to soaking, is his own time and not
theories about his time and particularly about his time developed
almost a hundred years before and in another country, how the
outstanding characteristic of our time is industrialism....Only
those, therefore, who understsaad industrialism as an existing,
vrorking, physical mechanism can lay any claim whatsoever to an
understanding of our time. It is not social injustice which is
the peculiar characteristic of our time. It is social injustice
bread by industrialism.^
Tilth these thoughts in mind, hacLeish can speak of America, the
most highly industrialized country in the modem world, in "American Letter,"
as a world where, because of industrialization:
They live together in small things. They eat
The same dish, their drink is the same and their proverbs.
Their youth is like. They are like in their w^ays of love.^
Or again, he says:
It is true also that we here are Americans:
That vie use the machines; that a sight of the god is unusual;
That more people have more thoughts: that there are
Progress and science and tractors and revolutions and
L'arx and the wars more antiseptic and murderous
And music in every home;...^
MacLeish, recognizing that one feature of industrialism in
America -was the building of huge railroad systems, vrrites of this phenom¬
ena in his "V/ild best" in this way;
Archibald FacLeish, "The Poetry of Karl Liarx," op. cit., X, p. 485.
2
Archibald hacLeish, Poem.s, p. 164.
^Ibid., p. 166.
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And a tister Josiah Perhara of Maine had much of the
land Mister Perham iwas building the Northern Pacific
railroad that is Mister Perham was saying at lunch that
forty say fiftjr millions of acres in gift and
government grant outright ought to be worth a
wide price on the Board at two-fifty and
later a Mister Cooke had relieved Mister Perham and
later a Mister Morgan relieved Mister Cooke:
Mister iuorgan converted at prices current;
It was all prices to them: they never looked at it:
why should they look at the land: they vfere Empire Builders:
it wras all in the bid and the asked and the ink on their books...^
l.hile I'acLeish believes that the poet is able to perceive funda¬
mentals not perceived by other men, this knoTfledge must always be used to
benefit the whole society; the poet is not allowed to fight for himself
only, his fight is for the whole of society, for mankind. As he says;
It is no longer A Man against the stars. It is Mankind... .Not
myself, my soul, my glycerine dropping eyes, but these unknown
and nameless men, anonymous under this sky, small in these
valleys and far-off and forever there.^
Mr. MacLeish believes that ’’poetry has no other laws than the
laws of its ovrti nature,”® yet, poetry does owe to society one debt—the
visualization of a better world. As he states it;
Poetiy, which ow/es no man anything, owes nevertheless one debt—
an image of mankind in vrhich men can believe.^
Speaking poetically, LacLeish says in "Sentiments for a Dedica¬
tion”;
I speak to my own time
To no time after®
^Ibid., p. 174.
2
Archibald MacLeish, "Nevertheless One Debt,” op. cit., XXX7III, pp.
215-6.
^Archibald MacLeish, "Poetry and the Public Vnorld,’’ op. cit., CXXXVIII,
p. 823.
^Archibald MacLeish, "Nevertheless One Debt," op. cit., XXXYIII, p. 215.
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And to those of his time,in "Invocation to the Social lluse," he brings a
message filled with hope and confidence;
For we hope Lady to live to lie with the youngest;
There are only a handful of things a man likes
Generation to generation hungry or
V.'ell fed; the earth’s one; life's
One;...^
This hope, this faith, will be realized, for, as he writes in his "Oil
Painting of the Artist as the Artist";
America is in blue-black-grey-green-sandcolor;
America is a continent—many lands;^
where, as he expresses it in "Empire Builders";
Above the
Platte there were long plains and a clay country;
Rim of the sky far off; grass under it;
Dung for the cook fires by the sulphur licks;
After that there were low hills and the sycamores;
And we poled up by the Great Bend in the skiffs;
The honey bees left us after the Osage River;
The wind was west in the evenings and no dew and the
lioming Star larger and vdiiter than usual—
The Twinter rattling in the brittle haws;
The second year there was sage and the quail calling;
All that valley is good land by the river;
Three thousand miles and the clay cliffs and
Rue and beargrass by the water banks
And many birds and the brant going over and tracks of
Bear ei:^ wolves marten; the buffalo
Rimiberless so that the cloud of their dust covers them;
The antelope fording the fall creeks; and the mountains and




Sweet and open and well-drained:
^ie advise you to
Settle troops at the forks and to issue licenses:
Many men vd-ll have living on these lands:
There is wealth in the earth for them all...^
One of Mr. FacLeish's critics, considering the relation believed
by the poet to exist betv/een poetry and societj'", says that F.acLeish real¬
izes that in our age society has a problem which it must solve, a spiritual
problem, which can be solved only by the poet. Fr. Rosenberg sums up the
poet's atbitude toward poetry in relation to society in these terms:
The very fact, argues -.acLeish, that the material crisis is
not imposed by the material poverty of mankind means that the
crisis has no material explanation and will not be solved by
material means. Sufficient w'ealth exists, therefore wealth and
the manner in which it is produced is not the problan.
The real'heart of the crisis', says the faith-seeker, is a
spiritual matter, a question of Poetry. 'The failure is a fail¬
ure of spirit.' Men must make themselves over, through poetry
m.ake themnelves capable of belief.^
After e-ivinff careful
as to poetic utterances, Mr. L.acLeish's readers arrive at the conclusion
that he believes that there exists an important relationship between poetry
end society. This relationship is one which imposes responsibilities on
both sides, for as the poet has a responsibility toward society, just so
has society a responsibility tow/ard the poet. The poet, because of his
deeper perceptions, must visualize for his fellovmen a better vrorld, a
visualization which can come to the poet only when society provides for
him a world in which he is free to think, to work as he pleases.
In his owm poetry FacLeish pays his debt to his societjr, for.
despite the faults of industrialism of w/hich he is cognizant, he expresses
Ibid., pp. 181-2.
2
Harold Rosenberg, "The God in the Car," op. cit., LII, pp. 336-7.
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faith in his country, in his fellow-Americans, and this faith leads him
to a justified hope for the future, iixpressed in other v^ords, Mr.
fjacLeish vi&s able to cast off the philosophy of despair, of frustration,
of hopelessness and to become the philosopher giving to his contemporaries
reasons to have faith in their world and hope in a brighter future, this
anabasis coming about, in imrt, by his belief in the relationship which
the poet bears to the society in which he dv/ells.
CONCLUSION
The influence upon modern poetry v/hich urns exerted by Pound and
Eliot can be traced in the vrork of many younger contemporaries aside from
yacLeish. The Tj'aste Land, particularly, has colored the philosophy of
m.ost of the poets, both British and American, "who have come upon the lit¬
erary scene since 1922. These younger writers, just as KacLeish, usually
begin wdth the nhilosophy of "The Lost Generation" and, using it as a
point of departure, attempt to build up a philosophy of their own. Among
this group are such poets as the Americans Leonie Adams, Louise Bogan and
Genevieve Taggard. Among British poets included in this group are tiyston
Hugh Auden, Cecil Day Lewis, and Stephen Spender. Yet, these six poets,
while they no longer reside in the LasteLand, have not made such definite
advance as has MacLeish, for vjhile they are able to perceive in our civil¬
ization qualities vhich give them hope, a sense of a better world to come,
they are unable to discover the road lAiiich vdll lead them from the dark
pit of despair to the highway of faith and hope.
Miss Adams, Miss Bogan and Miss Taggard all believe that our
v/orld is filled with evil, with men vAo have lost the sense of their own
dignity, with social, economic, and political injustices. They all believe
that the situation can be remedied, that vie need not despairingly submit
to this state of affairs, but although all of them realize this, none has
been able to point a definite course which will bring about the change
they desire. As Miss Tagpnrd says, "now, more than ever, men disbelieve
in the dignity of themselves",^ but what can be done about it? Her remedy
^Genevieve Taggard, "Mechanics for Magnificance," The New Republic, CL




Yanter, winter mnd, hlovf clutter clean.
Y.lnter, Wnter wind, blow clutter clean.
Begin, begin, begin.
Begin again.^
Yet, she does not tell us how to begin again or vdiere to begin or what to
do vrhen we do find a way to make a fresh staii:.
Also Miss laggard knows that
Men are not rightly torpid,
Kor is living stupid.^
But how are the ordinary, less perceptive creatures of our world to come
to this realization? She has no answer.
Just as Eliot was immersed in despair by the first YVorld bar,
so v/ere later poets who subscribed to the Waste Land philosophy. In her
poetry. Miss Bogan attempts through reason to arrive at a more satisfac¬
tory philosophy, but the bar still leaves her as bitter, as full of bitter¬
ness as was expressed by Eliot. She writes:
Of disaster, of time due.
Of fell loss and gain.
All things remain,
I can tell you, this is true.
Though burned down to stone
Though lost from the eye,
I can tell you, and not lie,—
Save of peace alone.
Realizing that this attitude forces both the artist and the reader to re¬
main in a wnrld of hate, of chaos, she knows that
I must get well.
balk on strong legs, leap the hurdles of sense.
Reason again...^
All of the quotations from Miss laggard's yioetry used in this thesis
are taken from the collected volume of her poems vdiich were published be¬
tween 1928 and 1934—Hot Mine to Finish (Hew York, 1934). Hereafter the
titles of individual poems will be given in footnotes. Here "Changes of
the Soul," p. 4.
^Ibid., "Ansv/er to 'The Trance'," p. 20.
^Louise Bogan, "To My Brother," quoted by G. n. Anderson and lu. L. v,al¬
ton, This Generation, p. 261.
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But, I'^iss Bogan is unable to say hov; she can effect this cure.
L^onie Adams is a mystical poet vdio believes that earthly love¬
liness is eternal but she is unable to "deny science or most modern tliought
or skepticism."^ She looks upon "human nature as a part of physical nature"^
and can meet life mth few doubts since for her life and death, as all
other forces, "end in a kind of intensity."^ Yet, to view h\iman nature in
this v.uy while admitting the faults of the civilization in which she lives
is not enough; she can offer no comfort, no hope to the layman 'vdio are
not capable of perceiving the deeper experiences which she, as a poet,
should be able both to perceive and to interpret.
Day Levfis, Spender and Auden are all members of the group of
younger English poets who, although influenced by hound and Eliot, are
moving away from the philosophy of "The Lost Generation."^ Just as the
three Americans mentioned above are unable to offer a definite way of
escape, so are these young Englishmen.
One critic, Malcolm Cowlejr, writes of the group;
These young men, graduates of the English miversities, don't
pass for the newsreel men in the role of mechanics, dressed in
greasy overalls; but nevertheless their symnathies are vdth the
workers, and their perception of what is going on in the world
around them. They are unable to convey the sense of violence
and uncertainty that w'e gulp dovm with the headlines of our
morning papers, and of disaster waiting, perhaps, outside our
doors.°
Eliot and Pound, too, were aware of the disaster and could offer
^G. K. Anderson and E. L. Walton, op. cit., p. 264.
^Ibid.
^Ibid.
^See Stephen Spender, The Destructive Element (London, 1935), pp. 251-80.
5 - r ■ —
Malcolm CoTJ-ley, "Spender and Auden," The Hen Republic, LXXX (Septem¬
ber 26, 1934), p. 189.
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no T/ay of escape. These English contemporaries are just as befuddled.
All of them confess communistic sympathies, but are not as positive of
the curative powers of their politits as is MacLeish that democracy is
the only sure way to safety and security.^ Hr. Tdlliam Troy says of the
communistic leanings of these poets:
There is the...rejection of extenaal authority, the...failure to
relate the individual to the social will, and the...belief in
progress. It is communism with a distinctly English accent.
That is to say, it is the old ideal of Anglo-Saxon protestantism
recovering from the effects of its alliance with nineteenth-
century liberalism and ready to fall into the arms of a coramimism
from Tdiiich all external curbs have been carefully removed. Another
way of putting this 7»Duld be to say that Auden, Spender, and the
rest are indulging in the emotional satisfaction to be derived
from communism as a revolutionary movement without undertaking
the moral and intellectual resoonsibilities involved in its ac-
ceptance as a dogma.
Day Levds, after admitting the defects so apparent in our civili¬
zation, says hopefully:
Yet here, here shall stom begin
And if he strikes your landmark, these Tdll never miss it.
Already are beating faintly his drums
Below their hearts' horizon. Be sure v/hen he comes.
It is no flying visit.
Lightning is on his lips, power in his veins
That all v/ho are wired to receive shall sharej
They shall rise to find the air
Cleared, sunny vdth a fresh eloquence, as after rains.^
How is this fresh, rain-washed world to be brought about? Lewis has arrived
at the conviction that this world will come, but he knows not how it can
be brought into being.
Spender, with Eliot, realizes "the catastrophic nature of the
world in which yie live today: a world of tyranny, murder... espionage and
See Stephen Spender, op. cit., pp. 251-3U.
2
Yllliam Troy, "Revolution by Poetic Justice," The Ration, CXXXXIV
(March 27, 1937), p. 355.
^C. Day Levis, "Before the Storm," The Nation, CXXXV’II (August 2, 1933),
p. 134.
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corrupt political systems,”^ but how a remedy can be effected is more than
this young Britisher is able to offer. One critic says that "there is an
element of post-vjur decadence and lush ruin in it Spender's poetr^—the...
O
air of elaborated chaos,a decadence from which he can not emerge, even
by his chosen method—communism—because, as I.lr. Troy writes, "it is hard¬
ly necessary to point out that what all this ^is -communisn^ amounts to
is a religion v/ithout a church."^
Spender's confusion forces him to write such lines as these:
I never hear you are happy, but 1 wonder
hh-ether it was at a shiny bazaar.
At a brittle dance or a party, that you could create
Procrastination of nature, for your talk and laughter are
Only a glass that flashes back the light
And that covers only hate.^
As one of Spender's critics, iir. Cowley writes:
Spender is serious, straightforward....The most serious defect
to be found in his poems is a sort of fogginess that sometimes
makes his mea3aing doubtful. I think it comes ^artl^.. .because
he is honestly uncertain of his direction, and gropes.®
In some respects Auden is the leader of this group of yoimg English
poets, but his defects are the sme as theirs—he sees the faults of our
civilization and hopes for a fairer day, but he, too, is xmable to point
the way. T/riting "out of the terror and tumult, disillusionment and anger
of his 07jn day, he is profoundly concerned about the state of the world"®
^Steohen Spender, "The Artistic Future of Poetry," The Eevr Republic,
LXX7III (April 18, 1934), p. 269.
%. D. Zobel, "The Purposes of Stephen Spedder," Poetry, XXXXV (Janu¬
ary, 1935), p. 210.
^Vmlliara Troy, "Revolution by Poetic Justice," op. cit., CXXXXIV, p.
355.
4
Quotations from Spender are taken from his Poems (Few York, 1935).
Poem 28, p. 42.
^Malcolm Cowley, "Spender and Auden," op. cit., uXXX, p. 189.
g
W. R. Benet, "The Phoenix Rest," The Satvirday Review of Literature,
XV (February 13, 1937), p. 16. ^'
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but "it is clearer to 'w.tiat things the poet is opposed than to what things
he gives allegiance."^ In other words, Auden fights against the negative
philosophy of the haste Landers but he is not clear in this battle.
Auden, too, reaches toward communism for salvation but he is as
unsuccessful as his countrymen in finding in it a definite way to safety.
Mr. Troy says of Auden’s communism:
It is comm\mism not only without benefit of clergy but without any
very fixed points of reference in "the mind. And like any contem¬
porary attitude that becomes too detached from intellect^ial support,
it is continually dissipating into a Tcdiolly negative and morally
self-consuming romanticism.^
Auden realizes that;
Hope and fear are neck and neck...^
and that
4
It is time for the destruction of error.
He knows, too, that;
/
If -vre really want to live, we'd better start at once to tryj
If we don’t, it doesn’t matter, but we’d better start to die.
Yet, how can error be destroyed by one v^ho can, in reference to his own
advice, declare;
To ask the hard question is simple.
The simple act of the confused will.
But the answer
Is hard and hard to remember. ?
IVilliam Troy, "Revolution by Poetic Justice," op. cit., p. 554.
^Ibid.
g
Quotations from Auden are from his i-oems (Hew York, 1935), XXII, p. 42.
^Ibid., XYI, p. 31.
^Ibid., XXII, p. 42.
^Ibid., XXYII, p. 49.
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The reader is \mjust neither to the ^erican group nor to the
English when he concludes that they have begun to perceive values present
in modern civilization not perceived by "The Lost Generation," but that
none of them has been able to point to an assured path to safety, to a
less chaotic world because they suffer from an inner confusion v^^iich keeps
them suspended between the baste Land mire and the hard, clear light of
FacLeish's new world.
On the other hand, MacLeish has turned aside from the despair
of Pound and Eliot and in his poetry has redeemed modem civilization from
utter blackness by his perception of the spiritual values found therein.
In other words, Kr. MacLeish* s poetry is redemptive in that it is leading
mankind' from confusion and frustration into safety and security, into
the blessed light of a new day filled with fa^th in the dignity of human
nature and a hope for a better world in vrhich life is whole, free, peace¬
ful, secure. This anabasis in Mr. MacLeish is firmly established in the
solid base of his broad plan for democracy, a democracy predicated upon
a society in which mankind is restored to its rightful dignity because it
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